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Summer on the Hill
## PRESCHOOL AND LOWER SCHOOL CAMPS AND CLASSES - AGE 3 THROUGH GRADE 4

### 2D DIGITAL ART
**GRADES 4-8**
**WEEKS 4, 7**
In this camp, students will create 2D Graphics and Animations using Gimp Software. Students will use the tools available in Gimp to make their own characters, objects, backgrounds, and components for future or current games. Students will get the opportunity to make their own art using gimp through different hands-on activities, projects, and tasks set by the teacher. Students will practice creating their own unique components as well as editing created graphics to learn how to customize or create the art they want. You don't have to be born an artist to make art with Gimp. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.

**INSTRUCTORS:** [Names provided]

**SCHEDULE:** June 15-19, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $205

### 2D GAME PROGRAMMING
**GRADES 4-8**
**WEEKS 4, 6, 10**
Are you interested in going beyond just playing video games? Are you interested in learning how games are created? In this camp students will create 2D games using online coding resources used by professional game designers. Along with learning how to create your own game, you will also learn professional concepts and vocabulary used by programmers and game developers. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.

**INSTRUCTORS:** [Names provided]

**SCHEDULE:** June 15-19, July 27-31, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; June 29-July 3, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

**COST:** $205

### ABC ANIMAL ADVENTURE STUFF-N-FLUFF
**AGES 3-4**
**WEEK 7**
**AGE 4**
**GRADES K**
**WEEKS 8, 9**
Do you want to learn your ABC’s or get better at spelling? ABC Animal Camp can be an exciting way to make letters and words come to life! The camp engages our campers through inquiry based and multi-sensory learning, and helps campers become empowered in their learning. Campers will discover the alphabet in everyday life! An alphabet scavenger hunt, building an alphabet fort, scenario-based skills will help our campers gain critical thinking skills. Our first day begins with a stuff-n-fluff activity by hand stuffing a new friend that can help campers in their learning. Making alphabet s’mores and trail mix, campers will sit around the campfire, engaging in games, storytelling, songs and team building. Stuffing one more special friend brings our adventurous alphabet journey to a close.

**INSTRUCTORS:** Trish Lopez, ClubZ Tutoring Services

**SCHEDULE:** Ages 3-4: July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; Grades Pk-1: July 13-17, July 20-24, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $205

### ACTS OF KINDNESS
**GRADES 3-5**
**WEEKS 8, 9**
This week in camp we will learn about each other and what makes each of us unique, talented, giving, and special. We will show kindness to different organizations throughout the week. Charities such as Scottish Rite Hospital or Children’s Medical Center (making blankets), The Birthday Party Project (helping give homeless children birthday parties), Operation Kindness (making toys, walking, and reading to homeless animals), Addison Police/Fire Department or the Austin Street Shelter (making sandwiches and kindness notes).

**INSTRUCTORS:** [Names provided]

**SCHEDULE:**
- June 15-19, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
- June 17-21, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $330

### AERIAL YOGA & ART
**GRADES 3-6**
**WEEK 3**
In this camp, we’ll stretch and strengthen our bodies and minds while having fun in the aerial yoga hammocks. We will learn inversions, flips and tricks with poses based on traditional floor yoga but “in the air.” We will practice mindfulness and learn about our brains with games, art and science experiments. Each class will have a snack break and a short meditation.

**INSTRUCTORS:** [Names provided]

**SCHEDULE:** June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $250

### ALL SPORTS
**GRADES 2-7**
**WEEKS 2, 4, 8, 9**
This exciting camp provides an opportunity for boys and girls to participate in a variety of sports. Emphasis will be placed on learning the fundamentals and strategies in soccer, basketball, baseball, tennis, volleyball, swimming, floor hockey and much, much more. Players will be grouped by age, gender and skill level. No student knows too much or too little to enjoy this fun-filled camp that stresses knowledge, skill development and appreciation of sports. Additionally, we will take field trips to other facilities to challenge our skill levels by swinging at golf balls at the driving range or cooling off watching a sports movie at the local theater. Required equipment: swimsuit and towel.

**INSTRUCTORS:** [Names provided]

**SCHEDULE:** June 1-5, June 15-19, July 13-17, July 20-24, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

**COST:** $330

### AMERICAN GIRL
**GRADES 1-3**
**WEEK 5**
Molly, Kit, Samantha, Kirsten, Felicity… Which American Girl doll is your favorite? American Girl Camp is a fun-filled week just for us girls, and our favorite dolls, of course! Come help us celebrate being a girl, both yesterday and today, through a colorful presentation of historical and contemporary stories and characters. Our girl-time adventures will be filled with advice, crafts, and activities. We will spend an afternoon at the American Girl Boutique and Bistro! Join us and let your dreams come true as you discover the incredible girl that you are and learn to follow your inner star—to aspire, grow, create and imagine while making memories and friendships.

**INSTRUCTORS:** [Names provided]

**SCHEDULE:** June 22-26, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

**COST:** $330

### AN ADVENTURE A DAY
**GRADES 2-4**
**WEEK 3**
Each day campers take a virtual field trip to a foreign land and try their hand at a STEAM-themed challenge connected to our focus country. Our week culminates with a field trip to the Dallas Museum of Art and Klyde Warren Park.

**INSTRUCTORS:** [Names provided]

**SCHEDULE:** June 8-12, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

**COST:** $330
Do you know how fast the nerve signal travels through the body? Can you imagine that a human cell’s DNA, if stretched out, totals about 3 meters in length? Would you believe that our heart moves about 2000 gallons per day? Join us for one-of-a-kind day camp where we gain hands-on experience about human body creating models of cells, organs, and systems.

INSTRUCTOR: Olga Langley, Substitute Teacher, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm; June 15-19, July 27-31, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $190

ANDY’S TOY BOX
AGES 3-4 WEEK 11
To Infinity and Beyond! Come join Woody, Buzz Lightyear and the gang for a week of fun! We will be making crafts of our favorite characters, learning new games and activities. We will learn how to be a problem solver and help characters’ out of tricky situations. You’ve got a friend with Woody’s Rootin-Tootin’ Round up gang, we will be waiting for you! Activities based on the Disney Creation of Toy Story 1-4.
INSTRUCTOR: Cynthia Van Syckle, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: August 3-7, 9:00 am-3:00 pm
COST: $330

ANIMAL KINGDOM (ZOO WEEK)
AGE 4 – GRADE 1 WEEK 8
Join us on a weeklong adventure as we explore the animals of the zoo. Decorate with cheetah prints, take nature walks on our 78-acre campus, and join us for outdoor scavenger hunts. With our new camp friends, we will learn facts about amazing creatures and their habitats learn to identify different animals and their tracks and learn interesting facts about our zoo animal friends. We will be sure to have an extraordinary time.
INSTRUCTOR: Cindy Rios, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: July 13-17, 9:00 am-3:00 pm
COST: $330

ANIMAL TALES STUFF-N-FLUFF
AGES 3-4 WEEK 7
GRADES PK-1 WEEKS 6, 8
GRADES K-2 WEEKS 4, 5
Do you love animals or stories about animals? From Gerald the Elephant to Grumpy Cat, we will read books that help our campers with reading comprehension strategies such as making connections, predicting, inferring and asking questions. On the first day of camp, each child will stuff a special friend! After each reading, we will have fun discussions about our animal friends, create a project or craft related to the story, sing songs, and play games. Each camper will also have an opportunity to bring a book about their special animal! Don’t miss this cuddly camp, as we learn about animal tales, habitats and some who even wear clothes!
INSTRUCTORS: Trish Lopez, ClubZ Tutoring Services
SCHEDULE: Ages 3-4: July 6-10, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm; Grades K-2: June 15-19, June 22-26, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm; Grades PK-1: June 29-July 3, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, July 13-17, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $205

ANIMATIONS AND ROBOTICS WITH SCRATCH
GRADES 1-4 WEEKS 4, 8
Why choose between coding and building when you can do both!! In this coding camp students will learn to code interactive games and animations using Scratch. You will create programs that can react to the touch of the screen, the movement of the other characters, or even the motion of a LEGO vehicle of your design. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.
INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, July 13-17, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $205

ARCHERY FUNDAMENTALS
GRADES 1-3 WEEKS 1, 4, 8, 11
GRADES 4-6 1, 4, 8
Kidokinetiks Dallas is pleased to introduce our new archery clinic for elementary age girls and boys. Archery was introduced into the US Olympics in 1900 and one of the first sports to include both genders in a sporting event. The sport thrives today with skills which include focus, concentration, coordination, balance, clarity of mind, strength, stability and more. We are an official partner of USA Archery and utilize professional equipment with the support of a nationally recognized curriculum. Kidokinetiks coaches are certified by USA Archery for safety and quality of curriculum presentation. Join us for this very fun sport experience!
COACHES: Sportkinetics Dallas
SCHEDULE AND COST: Grades 1-3: May 26-29 (closed May 25), 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $165; June 15-19, July 13-17, August 3-7, 9:00 am–12:00 pm, $205; Grades 4-6: May 26-29 (closed May 25), 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $160; June 15-19, July 13-17, 9:00 am–12:00 pm, $205

ART AROUND THE WORLD
GRADES K-2 WEEK 4
Ready, Set, CREATE! It is always fun to see how little hands can create such masterpieces. Our plan this week is to re-create some of the world’s most impressive pieces of ART. Possibly even making some new art along the way. At the end of camp, you are welcome to explore the room as we transform it into our very own art gallery! A formal invitation will go home on Wednesday, so think of this as a SAVE THE DATE) Grab your paintbrush and a smock it is time to PAINT! Please send your child in clothes that you don’t mind getting dirty; we are going to explore all sorts of paint and art supplies.
INSTRUCTOR: Cindy Rios, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, 9:00 am-3:00 pm
COST: $330

ART SMART
GRADES 3-5 WEEK 6
Art Smart Summer Camp will provide children an opportunity to discover their creativity in a nurturing environment that encourages self-expression. They will explore a variety of mediums in the visual arts. Campers will have daily activities and projects. Students will be introduced to Drawing and Painting, Ceramics, Storybook Making, and Crafts. They will also develop long lasting friendships and have fun while creating art.
INSTRUCTOR: Rima Zachariah, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 29—July 3, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm
COST: $190

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 1
GRADES 3-5 WEEK 9
In this computer science camp students will learn about how AI (Artificial Intelligence) is changing the way people interact with technology. We will gain hands-on experience with AI as we program
on two major fundamentals, rather than scratching the surface with dribble-move work daily. Campers will receive focused daily instruction appropriate programming languages and tools. By the end of the camp, students will learn how computers learn and begin to think critically about the technology that surrounds us. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.

**INSTRUCTORS:** Rex Programming

**SCHEDULE:** July 20-24, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

**COST:** $205

### ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 2

**GRADES 4-8**

**WEEK 10**

In this camp on artificial intelligence, students will build and program actual working examples of artificial intelligence processes and software. They also explore the ethical and philosophical implications of AI. The goal of this camp is to gain practical experience with AI technology and gain a greater understanding of its role in today’s society and also in the future. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.

**INSTRUCTORS:** Rex Programming

**SCHEDULE:** July 27-31, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

**COST:** $205

### ARTIST DISCOVERY

**GRADES 1-3**

**WEEKS 6, 7**

Do you love art? We will study famous artists like van Gogh, Monet, and Picasso, just to name a few. During this camp, you will learn about the lives of these master artists and their art. You will then create your own art pieces that are inspired by the artworks you have studied. By the end of this camp, you will have several masterpieces of your own!

**INSTRUCTOR:** Nicole Jones, Dallas ISD

**SCHEDULE:** June 29-July 3, July 6-10, 9:00 am–12:00 pm

**COST:** $190

### ARTSY ANIMALS

**GRADES PK-1**

**WEEKS 4, 9**

Artsy Animals is a fun and unique workshop filled with activities to teach children about arts and crafts and have fun doing it! The camp begins with a stuff n fluff activity of hand stuffing a new furry friend, who will help them create their art! Books about art and animals will be focal points in the camp and the campers will make art/arts that relate to the book of the day. They will also watch videos and various forms of media that bring light to animals and art. Finger painting, shaping clay, designing pictures using Shape Art, fun colors and designs will show them how to create their ideas with just a few supplies. As our artsy journey comes to a close, campers will enjoy their last day, stuffing one more special friend and making a tie dye t-shirt for their friend.

**INSTRUCTORS:** Trish Lopez, ClubZ Tutoring Services

**SCHEDULE:** June 15-19, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, July 20-24, 12:30-3:30 pm

**COST:** $205

### BASKETBALL

**GRADES 1-4**

**WEEKS 2, 5, 8**

Our Basketball Camp is based on a few simple philosophies. We believe athletes should enjoy a lot of game play—each camper has three league games per day. Students need to have a basketball in their hands frequently—our campers have two sessions of ball handling and dribble-move work daily. Campers will receive focused daily instruction on two major fundamentals, rather than scratching the surface with multiple fundamentals, to create more positive results. In addition to game play, our campers participate in an individual skills contest and in a weeklong team skills competition.

**COACH:** Joey Sims, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 1-5, June 22-26, July 13-17, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

**COST:** $330

### BEADING GALORE

**GRADES 1-3**

**WEEK 4**

**GRADES 4-6**

**WEEK 4**

Grab a friend and join us for a wonderful week of beading galore. We’ll create your very own wearable friendship bracelets, necklaces, and even anklets. We’ll do some basic bead stringing, memory wire, bracelets, and necklaces. This class will spark your imagination and bring out your creative side.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Isela Cabral, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** Grades 1-3: June 15-19, 9:00 am–12:00 pm; Grades 4-6: June 15-19, 12:30 pm-3:30 PM

**COST:** $190

### ¡BIENVENIDOS, AMIGOS!

**GRADES 4-5**

**WEEKS 4, 5**

Hola! This camp is designed for students who are new to the Spanish language or interested in learning more about the Spanish culture. Students will learn basic vocabulary and have fun engaging in simple conversations during the week! We will also explore the culture of Spain, learning about Spain’s history, food, art, fashion, and more. Each day will feature a craft and/or cooking activity.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Vanessa Flores-Robinson, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 15-19 or June 22-26, 9:00 am–12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

**COST:** $190

### BIG THINKERS EXPLORATION

**GRADES 4-5**

**WEEK 3**

In this class, we’ll have fun learning to design and produce projects that combine different elements of STEAM. Through guided inquiry, we will come up with thoughtful questions, discover and discuss answers, apply what we learn, and problem solve. In addition, we’ll learn about the phenomena in the natural and physical world. This will build confidence in your ability to generate and understand concepts. You’ll participate in fun activities with peers, using scientific language and tools.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Rima Zachariah, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $190

### BIKING AND RECREATIONAL SWIMMING – ALL SKILL LEVELS

**GRADES 1-8**

**WEEKS 1-11**

Ready to improve your biking skills? Beginner or intermediate cyclists are welcome. We’ll divide campers into appropriate groups depending on your skill level. This camp will teach you new skills above your current level as we ride on paths around Greenhill’s 78-acre campus and Addison trails in the surrounding area. Each day we’ll take time to cool off and have fun in our indoor pool. Flotation belts will be provided for students unable to swim the 25 yards. We’ll work to improve our stopping, turning, braking, balance, and riding skills. Campers will need a bike and helmet, swimsuit, swim cap, goggles and a towel. Bikes will be locked each day and stored on campus. We encourage beginner campers to come without training wheels. Please pack a snack and a refillable water bottle.

**COACHES:** Amanda Clarke and Experienced Instructors, Greenhill School
There is no crying, sweating or P.E uniforms in Brain Sports! Instead, there are questions, puzzles, problem solving, movement, laughter, fun, music and lots more to get your summer brain to engage in calisthenics, competition and cognitive exercise! There is also a mystery to be solved and all must be involved. Not sure if your brain is ready? Answer this: I start with an "e", I end with an "e", but I usually contain only one letter? What am I? Join the team on an outing or an escape, as we crack the code and follow the clue the only thing is missing is your brain and you.

INSTRUCTOR: Cheryl Rischer, Dallas Community College District

SCHEDULE: July 6-10, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

COST: $190

BUILD-A-MANIA 1

AGE 4–GRADE 1    WEEKS 7, 10

Get your hands working this summer; Build-a-Mania uses cooperative learning and problem-solving in this hands-on and exciting building workshop. Explore and implement architectural concepts using two and three-dimensional puzzles as well as mazes and pathways that cover the entire room! We will experiment with ramps, clay, foil, wire, tubes, blocks and other recyclables as we use our imagination to build large, small, exuberant and simple structures.

INSTRUCTOR: Greg Browne-Nichols, Greenhill School

SCHEDULE: July 6-10, July 27-31, 9:00 am–12:00 pm

COST: $190

CALL OF THE WILD-LION KING

GRADES K-2    WEEK 2

Rafiki knows that every day is a lesson in itself. We invite you to “enjoy the ride” with us in the Lion King Camp! “Everything you see exists together in a delicate balance. As King, you need to understand that balance and respect all the creatures, from the crawling ant to the leaping antelope.” – Mufasa. We’ll make wonderful animal arts and crafts projects and learn about the film’s characters and their jungle environment. We’ll also learn a skit and perform it for you at the end of the week.

INSTRUCTOR: Rhiannon Reyes, Greenhill School

SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

COST: $330

CAMP BOWWOW

GRADES 3-5    WEEK 5

Does your child love dogs? Do you have a family dog or hope to adopt one in the near future? This camp is all about dogs! Camp topics include dog safety, responsible pet care, meet the breeds, and pet adoption. Campers will also make doggie treats and toys for their canine friends. Special four-legged and two-legged guest speakers and a field trip to a local animal shelter are included.

INSTRUCTORS: Brittany Johnson, Nate Griggs, Greenhill School

SCHEDULE: June 22-26, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

COST: $190

CAMPING UNDER THE STARS

GRADES 1-3    WEEK 10

Get your sleeping bags ready and come camp under the stars! Learn everything from how to put up a tent to campfire safety. Your camp activities will include fishing, adventure walks and discovering the animals lurking in the woods. Come and share your favorite campfire stories and, of course, we won’t forget the s’mores!

INSTRUCTOR: Gabby Mscocetta, Greenhill School

SCHEDULE: July 27-31, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

COST: $190
CARDS AND CRAFTS
GRADES 1-5 WEEKS 8, 9
There are 52 reasons why you should choose this camp but we’ll just name a few! In this camp, you will be able to brush up on your strategic skills by playing classic card games that encourage both competition and teamwork! You will also have the opportunity to get creative by designing your own card game and making fun crafts out of the deck of cards. Come join us to learn how to become a champ before your next family game night!
INSTRUCTORS: Jennifer Winn, Natsanet Fesseha, Richardson ISD
SCHEDULE: July 13-17, July 20-24, 9:00 am-3:00 pm
COST: $190

CARTOON CHARACTERS CREATION ART
GRADES 2-5 WEEK 10
Learn the basics of cartooning and create your own characters! Each day students will learn techniques used in cartooning. Subjects like characteristics, features, exaggeration, action and personification will contribute to your child’s artistic advancement! Young Rembrandts students will immediately apply their new skills in every class to create their own original cartoon characters. At the end of the week, students will create one large cartoon sequence.
INSTRUCTORS: Young Rembrandts of North Dallas
SCHEDULE: July 27-31, 9:00 am–12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

CARTOON THE SUMMER
GRADES 1-4 WEEK 7
Summertime in America is the theme. We’ll create amazing drawings that are inspired by the hot summer months. From cartoon characters trying to stay cool to a delightful sequence featuring fun with ice cream, we’ll illustrate humorous, detailed scenes. We’ll create wonderful illustrations that feature our Founding Fathers. We’ll also draw popular seasonal activities and events like summer camp and a parade. Our cartoon drawings will make this a memorable summer.
INSTRUCTORS: Young Rembrandts of North Dallas
SCHEDULE: July 6-10, 9:00 am–12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

CHEER GREENHILL STYLE
GRADES K–6 WEEK 11
Go Hornets Go! Join the Greenhill cheerleaders for a spirited week of fun! Whether your goal is to be on the school squad or just hang out with your friends for a good time, this is the camp for you. Master simple stunts, learn the fundamentals of cheerleading, holler cheers and chants and learn correct techniques and safety. Campers will be grouped in squads according to age. We’ll finish with a pep rally for parents and friends!
COACHES: Tracey Pugh, Greenhill School, and Greenhill Cheerleaders
SCHEDULE: August 3-7, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $190

CHESS CAMP
GRADES 1–5 WEEKS 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
The North Texas Chess Academy offers a fun week of learning. Whether you have never played or had some experience, all students can benefit from the royal game. Chess teaches concentration, decision making, and is proven to benefit young minds. Students will be divided into small groups based on their experience and age. We emphasize the values of Respect, Enthusiasm, Determination, and Integrity...get R.E.D.I. to play! Begin a lifetime of learning with the North Texas Chess Academy this summer!
INSTRUCTORS: Christopher Toolin and Professional Chess Instructors, North Texas Chess Academy
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, June 15-19, June 22-26, June 29-July 3, July 6-10, July 13-17, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

CHICKA BOOM BOOM
AGES 3-4 WEEK 8
Chicka Boom Boom! Here comes YOU up the coconut tree!! Join us in the adventure of climbing up the coconut tree learning letter recognition and the matching sound. We will be making wonderful arts and crafts projects that will keep us entertained by that silly alphabet. Are you ready to climb the coconut tree? I’ll meet you at the top of the coconut tree! Activities based on the book by Bill Martin Jr, and John Archambault.
INSTRUCTOR: Cynthia Van Syckle, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: July 13-17, 9:00 am-3:00 pm
COST: $330

CIRCUITS FOR JUNIORS
GRADES 2-4 WEEKS 5, 6, 10
This STEM camp is all about electricity and circuitry. Students will learn how electricity works as they work with both physical and virtual circuits. We also do a bit of computer programming. Will you make a banana piano, or a jello jumping puzzle, or maybe a water version of Guitar Hero? Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.
INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, June 29-July 3, July 27-31, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $250

CODE & PLAY: BLOCK PROGRAMMING
GRADES 1-4 WEEKS 3, 6, 9
This camp will get you out of just playing video games and into the world of creating them!! Using Microsoft’s programming language Kodu Game Lab, you will learn the computational thinking needed to put together games to play with your friends and family. At the end of the week you will use your own ideas and creativity to create a simple game that to play with your campmates. This camp helps develop problem solving skills, outside the box thinking, and confidence. A Windows laptop is strongly recommended for this camp. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.
INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 29-July 3, July 20-24; 9:00 am-12:00 pm; June 8-12, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $205

CODING 4 WAYS
AGE 4-GRADE K WEEKS 4, 7
If you can use a tablet, you can learn how to code!! In this camp we will begin by playing interactive unplugged (no tablet needed) games that teach core coding concepts such as motion blocks, loops, and sequencing. We will then apply those concepts and create actual computer programs using the Scratch Jr PBS KIDS app. The computer programs will feature characters from popular PBS programs such as Word Girl, Wild Kratts, Arthur, and others. This camp does not require reading and can be repeated, once in June and once in July.
INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm; July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $250
COLOR WARS
GRADES 3-5  WEEK 2
Color Wars is a competition played by many schools, organizations and summer camps. Once you arrive, you’ll be assigned to a team with a specific color. We’ll compete against each other in different athletic games (typical games like tug-of-war and dodgeball) and mental competitions (a variety of creative teambuilding activities) to determine which team will earn the most points by the end of the week. Throughout the week, we will use teamwork, strategy, cooperation, and creativity skills and then discuss our results.
INSTRUCTORS: Parker Ainsworth and Rachel Annunziata, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $190

COMPUTER DETECTIVES
GRADES K-2  WEEKS 3, 8
Computer Detectives get your magnifying glass ready and let’s solve different cases at places like Cyber Space, Network Neighborhood and Keyboard Castle! Detectives will unlock new, beneficial ways to use technology to be productive and solve meaningful problems. Important S.T.E.A.M. (science, technology, engineering, arts, math) skills are introduced as they learn keyboarding, technology, reading, and writing. They also have so much fun doing fun hands-on projects to go along with the lessons. In addition, we integrate critical thinking and creative components to express themselves within the adaptive, personalized nature of the lessons.
INSTRUCTORS: Micah Sudbury, Keyboard Kids, LLC
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, July 13-17, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $215

COOKING AND CULTURE
GRADES 2-4  WEEK 9
Cooking time is bonding time. It helps kids build self-esteem and be more willing to try new foods. In this session, these young chefs will have fun learning about and making foods from different cultures. Through their culinary adventures, they will also learn about kitchen safety, following a recipe, and creating their very own cookbook. If you’re lucky, your new chef will save you a piece of what they make, or, even better, will offer to cook for you at home!
INSTRUCTOR: Jenny Charney, Former Teacher, Levine Academy
SCHEDULE: July 20-24, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm
COST: $190

COOKING – ESTILO LATINO
GRADES 2-4  WEEK 7
Have you ever wanted to make something tasty, but you didn’t know how? Perfect for young chefs who want to learn a little bit about Latin food! We’ll cook Empanadas, Arepas, Tacos, Dulces and more! This is a great way of learning kitchen safety, teamwork, and how to get organized in the kitchen. Cook, bake and improvise at your own skill level. We eat what we make, so bring your appetite!
INSTRUCTOR: Lina Thompson, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: July 6-10, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $190

COOKING WITH TEXTURE
GRADES 2-4  WEEK 8
Your chefs-in-the-making will have a great time exploring food and its many textures. How food looks and feels can change when depending on how it’s stored and how it’s prepared. We will enjoy creating and changing the qualities of food while also learning about kitchen safety, proper food handling, and various cooking and baking techniques. Chewy, buttery, or toasted – which will be their favorite?
INSTRUCTOR: Jenny Charney, Former Teacher, Levine Academy
SCHEDULE: July 13-17, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm
COST: $190

COOKING – UNICORN AND RAINBOW DELIGHTS
GRADES 3-5  WEEKS 4, 5
Are unicorns and rainbows some of your favorite things? Then this is definitely the camp for you! You will learn how to make your own delicious unicorn and rainbow treats and create beautiful arts and crafts. What fun we will have preparing a yummy snack each day with loads of sprinkles and color! We will also spend time creating fun crafts and art pieces!
INSTRUCTOR: Nicole Jones, Dallas ISD
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, June 22-26, 9:00 am–3:00 pm
COST: $330

CRAFT-A-LICIOUS
GRADES 3-5  WEEK 3
It is a perfect summer camp for creative students looking for fun and unique projects. We will use a hula-hoop to make a T-shirt rug, design and make a colorful zipper pouch out of duct tape, pin fabric squares into the foam balls to create woven ornaments, and much more. We’ll have numerous art pieces to take home or share with friends.
INSTRUCTOR: Olga Langley, Substitute Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm
COST: $200

CRAZY FOR CATS
GRADES 1-4  WEEKS 2, 9
The secret password is MEOW at this crazy week of furry fun. Each day we’ll create cat crafts and snacks, read cat books, play cat games, and discover fascinating feline facts. We’ll also make items for our shelter-cat friends and learn what we can do to help homeless cats and kittens. Don’t miss this cool, cat-tastic week!
INSTRUCTOR: Stephanie Ledyard, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, July 20-24, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm
COST: $190

CRAZY SCIENCE
AGE 4—GRADE K  WEEKS 4, 5
Students will enjoy working through different Science experiments that will help explain the world around them. They will have the opportunity to participate in edible experiments and take projects home. This camp allows students to participate in fun, unconventional science experiments.
INSTRUCTOR: Hennah Abubaker, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, June 22-26, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm
COST: $190

CREATE GAMES AND ANIMATIONS WITH SCRATCH
GRADES 1-4  WEEKS 2, 5, 7
Go beyond just playing computer games with this computer programming camp! Students will create animations and games using the Scratch computer language developed by MIT specifically to teach computer programming to kids. As they learn how to create their games and animations, students will also learn all the major computer programming terms and concepts such as variables, string processing,
loops, and more. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.

INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming

SCHEDULE: June 1-5, July 6-10, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm; June 22-26, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

COST: $205

CREATIVE DRAWING FOR KIDS

GRADES 1-4 WEEKS 2, 3

GRADES 4-6 WEEKS 2, 3

This fun and the creative course will introduce aspiring artists to the wonderful world of drawing. You will learn the fundamentals of drawing using simple easy-to-follow methods for building artistic skills. As a young artist, you’ll be encouraged to show your individual, creative expression as you form the artistic foundation that will equip you to draw anything you set your mind to.

INSTRUCTOR: Amanda Miller, Allen ISD

SCHEDULE: Grades 1-4: June 1-5, June 8-12, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm; Grades 4-6: June 1-5, June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

COST: $190

CREEPY CRAWLERS AND SLIPPERY SLIME

GRADES 1-3 WEEK 10

Summer is supposed to be about having a blast and getting a little messy! This camp guarantees just that with daily adventures including earthworm relays, bug hotels, slime making, mud pies and more! It’s a little disgusting, very informative, and a whole lot of fun!

INSTRUCTOR: Regina Yunker, Greenhill School

SCHEDULE: July 27-31, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

COST: $330

CUPCAKES AND CRAFTS

GRADES K-2 WEEKS 3, 7, 9

Don’t get bored in the lazy days of summer—come spend time with friends enjoying arts and crafts and making different kinds of cupcakes. Grab an apron and be ready to sift, whisk, mix, and measure! This is the dream camp for all cupcake enthusiasts who have appetite for learning how to bake! We’ll experiment with colorful berries, frostings, and decorations. In addition, we’ll decorate aprons, play games and create some great pieces of art.

INSTRUCTOR: Jana Jeffrey, Parish School

SCHEDULE: June 8-12, July 6-10, July 20-24, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

COST: $190

DEAR DIARY, I LOVE SUMMER

GRADES 2-4 WEEKS 4, 10

My favorite subject is ME (and popsicles!) ... all week long at this creative journal-me camp. We’ll create top-secret personalized journals, to which we’ll add personality quizzes, wish collages, drawings, playlists, and more. We’ll play friendship-building games, share our favorite tunes, and create daily popsicles to enjoy each following day!

INSTRUCTOR: Stephanie Ledyard, Greenhill School

SCHEDULE: June 15-19, July 27-31, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

COST: $190

DINO WEEK

GRADES K-2 WEEKS 2, 5

While the time of dinosaurs walking the earth has come and gone, there is still much to discover about them to this day! Campers will get to learn all about these prehistoric predators and their environments. At this highly interactive camp, your child will have the chance to become a true archaeologist. Dig for fossils, gather rocks and minerals, study dinosaur models, and uncover the secrets of the past all while learning and having fun!

INSTRUCTOR: Maeci Simmons, Greenhill School

SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 22-26, 9:00 am-3:00 pm

COST: $330

DISC GOLF

GRADES 1-4 WEEKS 2, 4, 5, 9

Kidokinetiks will work with our school and camp partners to construct a personalized disc golf course which will facilitate learning this fun sport. With characteristics like golf, the game develops upper and lower body conditioning, aerobics exercise, and mental stimulation. Concentration skills are increased by mastering shots and negotiating obstacles during play. The game is suitable for all physical conditions as pace and timing of play is flexible. The Kidokinetiks course will be planned to provide fun for players as well ongoing instruction to build confidence and improved play!

COACHES: Sportkinetics Dallas

SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 22-26, July 20-24, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, June 15-19, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

COST: $195

DISCOVER MAGIC - BLUE WAND COURSE

GRADES 2-4 WEEK 10

Get ready to take an amazing adventure into the exciting world of Magic. Learn how to move objects with your mind, escape from chains and operate a time machine, just to name a few. In this course, students will learn the different types of magic from dinner table tricks to the big stage illusions, but more importantly, they will discover the real secrets to becoming a true magician as each lesson reveals an important life skill to help build their confidence and communication skills. Each lesson comes with a custom magic prop, a top-secret file folder and a secret word to unlock bonus videos in an online video vault. This exciting program helps build self-confidence and develops communication skills in a fun and unique way.

INSTRUCTORS: Dal and Cinde Sanders, The Dallas Magic Academy

SCHEDULE: July 27-31, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

COST: $225

DISCOVER MAGIC - GREEN WAND COURSE

GRADES 2-4 WEEK 8

Get ready to take an amazing adventure into the exciting world of Magic. Learn how to cut a lady in half, give your friends superhero powers and make invisible objects appear in a magic pencil pouch just to name a few. In this course, students will not only learn 8 secrets of magic principles that make all magic tricks possible, but more importantly they will discover the real secrets to becoming a true magician as each lesson reveals an important life skill to help build their confidence and communication skills. Each lesson comes with a custom magic prop, a top-secret file folder, and a secret word to unlock bonus videos in an online video vault. This life-changing program builds self-confidence and develops critical communication skills in a fun and unique way that is guaranteed to unlock your child’s potential and impact the rest of their life.

INSTRUCTORS: Dal and Cinde Sanders, The Dallas Magic Academy

SCHEDULE: July 13-17, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

COST: $225
DISCOVER MAGIC - ORANGE WAND COURSE  
GRADES 2-4  
WEEK 9  
Get ready to take an amazing adventure into the exciting world of Magic. Learn how to teleport objects across the room, find hidden magical treasures and levitate a cup of popcorn just to name a few. In this course, students will learn the three parts that make up a magic trick with a special focus on presentation, but more importantly, they will discover the real secrets to becoming a true magician as each lesson reveals an important life skill to help build their confidence and communication skills. Each lesson comes with a custom magic prop, a top-secret file folder and a secret word to unlock bonus videos in an online video vault. This life-changing program builds self-confidence and develops critical communication skills in a fun and unique way that is guaranteed to unlock your child’s potential and impact the rest of their life.  
INSTRUCTORS: Dal and Cinde Sanders, The Dallas Magic Academy  
SCHEDULE: July 20-24, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm  
COST: $330

DISCOVER MAGIC - PURPLE WAND COURSE  
GRADES 2-4  
WEEK 5  
Get ready to take an amazing adventure into the exciting world of Magic. Learn how to read people’s minds, make money appear out of nowhere and travel through time with a magic bandanna just to name a few. In this course, students will not only learn the 8 basic effects that make up all magic tricks but more importantly, they will discover the real secrets to becoming a true magician as each lesson reveals an important life skill to help build their confidence and communication skills. Each lesson comes with a custom magic prop, a top-secret file folder and a secret word to unlock bonus videos in an online video vault. This life-changing program builds self-confidence and develops critical communication skills in a fun and unique way that is guaranteed to unlock your child’s potential and impact the rest of their life.  
INSTRUCTORS: Dal and Cinde Sanders, The Dallas Magic Academy  
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm  
COST: $225

DODGEBALL AND P.E. GAMES  
GRADES 4-8  
WEEKS 3, 5, 10  
Look out! That was close! If you love dodgeball and other PE games, then this is the camp for you. This fun-filled week will keep you healthy and in shape for the rest of the summer. But it’s not all just fun and games at this camp. During breaks we’ll discuss, two vital aspects of athletics: good sportsmanship and teamwork. We’ll spend a few days splashing in the pool to cool off.  
COACH: Janice LaMendola, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE AND COST: June 8-12, June 22-26, July 27-31, 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $330; or half-days: 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:00 pm–3:00 pm, $190

DOG DAYS OF SUMMER  
GRADES K-2  
WEEKS 4, 5  
Does your child love dogs? Do you have a family dog or hope to adopt one in the near future? This camp is all about dogs! Camp topics include dog safety, responsible pet care, meet the breeds, and pet adoption. Special four-legged and two-legged guest speakers and a field trip to a local animal shelter are included.  
INSTRUCTOR: Beth Stromberg, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE AND COST: June 15-19, June 22-26, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm  
COST: $190

DR. SEUSS ADVENTURES  
GRADES K-2  
WEEK 2  
Welcome to adventures with Dr. Seuss, “Oh, the Places, You’ll Go”! What a blast, what a treat; wacky books, kooky cooks, artsy crafts, and socked feet. Get silly with words and rhymes as we focus on our literacy and fine motor skills. Bring your wild imagination and get ready to have fun the Dr. Seuss way.  
INSTRUCTOR: Lina Thompson, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
COST: $330

DRAGONS, FAIRIES AND WIZARDS  
GRADES K-2  
WEEK 3  
Dragons, fairies, and wizards. Oh my! Adventure into the magical forest and learn all there is to know about these mythical creatures. Become a wizard and make your own potions with essential oils. Choose the fairy path to create your own fairy dust or transform into a dragon to learn how to build a fire from scratch. With a variety of arts and craft projects to choose from, the magic is yours to create!  
INSTRUCTOR: Isela Cabral, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, 9:00 am-3:00 pm  
COST: $330

DRAW, TURTLE, DRAW: CODING AND DIGITAL ART  
GRADES 1-4  
WEEK 3  
Now that you have mastered your reading, counting, and basic shapes, use your skills to learn how to draw what you want by just typing one word! In this camp you will be introduced to real life programming concepts and vocabulary with the programming language Logo. Using this language, you will be able to make pictures and geometric shapes appear on their computer screen by typing commands to control the movements of a virtual turtle. Students will also learn about the RGB (Red/Green/Blue) system that computers use to create colors. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.  
INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming  
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm  
COST: $205

DRONE NAVIGATION CHALLENGE  
GRADES 1-4  
WEEKS 2, 9  
Calling all Pilots! Drones in Flight is a great starter class for you to learn how to build and fly a drone. From rescue missions to racing, individually and in teams, you’ll learn the basics in maneuvering and possibly some programming to complete the tasks. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.  
INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming  
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm; July 20-24, 9:00 am-12:00 pm  
COST: $250

DUCT TAPE DYNAMICS  
GRADES 4-8  
WEEK 10  
Everything duct tape...from wild wallets or bag bonkers, this is the camp for you! We will make awesome accessories, from pencil bags to backpacks and more, using the funkiest duct tape colors around. Come and find yourself in the stickiest of camps this summer having a Dynamic Duct Tape time!  
INSTRUCTOR: Rhiannon Reyes, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE: July 27-31, 9:00 am–12:00 pm  
COST: $190
Join us as we venture into the world of edible art! In this fun class, we will learn how to transform simple ingredients like fruit, vegetables, and desserts into shimmering designs that will amaze your family! We’ll take kid-friendly recipes to a whole different level as we create candy necklaces, alphabet cookies, tea sandwiches, delicious cupcakes and cups of worms.

INSTRUCTORS: Catherine Huynh, Annie Criswell, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: Grades K-2: June 15-19, 9:00 am–12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm; Grades 3-5: June 15-19, 9:00 am–12:00 pm or 12:30-3:30 pm
COST: $190

ENGINEERING FOR PK/K
AGE 4-GRADE K
WEEKS 3, 4, 8
At this age all students are natural engineers. Working together in small groups, our young engineers will build, ponder, and play while learning core concepts in engineering.

INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, June 15-19, July 13-17, 9:00 am–12:00 am
COST: $250

ENGINEERS DESIGN – MAKE IT MOVE
GRADES 4-8
WEEK 4
Students will use the principles of design with the engineering process. Engineers design, redesign, and make improvements to accomplish their final product. We will build cars powered by gravity, rubber bands, and air. In addition, we will create foam rockets and tumble bots using the engineering design process. Come join us for a week of fun, design, and creativity.

INSTRUCTOR: Sharon Charlebois, Roger Charlebois, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, 9:00 am–3:00 pm
COST: $330

EV3 ROBOTICS–BATTLEBOTS & THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD
GRADES 4-8
WEEKS 3, 6
Welcome to the Battlebot Arena!! Upon your arrival each day the Arena Director will give you the description of the day’s competition. Will it be a head-to-head battle, a race against the clock, or a complex coding challenge? You will then have three hours to build (or modify) your robot, run it through that day’s required testing regimen, and make improvements before competing against the other teams’ robots. In this full-filled camp students will gain experience in engineering, coding, hypothesis testing, data collection, teamwork, and competitiveness. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.

INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, 12:30-3:30 pm, June 29-July 3, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $250

EV3 ROBOTICS–DRIVERLESS CARS AND MACHINE LEARNING
GRADES 4-8
WEEKS 5, 7
In this camp students will build, test, program, and modify miniature driverless vehicles using LEGO EV3 technology. What types of sensors are best for detecting obstacles? How can we code the robot to avoid collisions? Will your car successfully navigate our classroom road network? In addition to creating our own driverless vehicles, we will also learn about some of the machine learning concepts that are used in the full-sized versions. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.

INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $250

EXPLORE RUSSIA
GRADES 2-4
WEEKS 2, 3, 4, 9, 10
This weeklong camp is truly one-of-the-kind! Join us to learn about the largest country in the world with 9 time zones and where winter can last up to 9 months a year. Did you know the biggest and deepest lake is in Russia? We’ll explore a different part of the world and learn about Russian cartoons, foods, folk dancing and music. We’ll make lots of arts and crafts, dress in Russian costumes, play Russian games and learn a little language.

INSTRUCTOR: Olga Langley, Substitute Teacher, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE AND COST: June 1-5, June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $190; June 15-19, July 27-31, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, $190; July 20-24, 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $330

EXPLORING ABC’S AND 1, 2, 3
AGES 3–4
WEEKS 2–3, 4–5, 6–7
Explore the amazing alphabet and numbers through playful language, music, art, movement, and stories. Children will be introduced to the alphabet and numbers through art projects, stories, and games. Campers will enjoy age-appropriate school activities to make their transition from home to school success. Children begin a wonderful world of learning social skills in our camp. Come prepared to have FUN! Children must be fully potty trained.

INSTRUCTORS: Shanna Kerr, Irma Lechuga, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-12, June 15-26, 9:00 am–3:00 pm, June 29-July 10 (2-week camps), 9:00 am–3:00 pm,
COST: $660

EXTRA! EXTRA! READ ALL ABOUT IT! JOURNALISM
GRADES 3-5
WEEKS 8, 9
Have you ever dreamed of becoming a journalist? Do you love writing and/or delivering news stories on camera? Join us and learn the fundamental principles of news gathering and production. Students will research and write their very own human-interest story to be shared and celebrated at the end of our week together. Other topics include on-camera presence, ethics, and broadcast standards.

INSTRUCTOR: Laura Flanagan, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: July 13-17, July 20-24, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $190

FAMOUS LANDMARKS AROUND THE WORLD
GRADES 2-4
WEEK 2
We hope you’ll join us to take a trip around the world. We’ll learn about Big Ben, Sydney Opera House, The Statue of Liberty and many more! Through various activities we’ll learn about famous world landmarks, countries, and the history of both. What a fun way to learn about special places!
Students will be exposed to fashion through; 1910’s, 1940’s, 1960’s. Through watching video clips of runway fashion shows on YouTube. We will focus on a different decade each day of the week. They will simultaneously be exposed to music that was popular during a particular decade. Through art, students will decorate various fashion accessories also popular during that time. Students will dress their own laminated paper doll with their choice of an outfit from that decade.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Robin C. Ables, OTR, M.Ed.

**SCHEDULE:** June 1-5, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $190

**FASHION DOLL ART**

**GRADES 4-8**

Students will be exposed to fashion through; 1910’s, 1940’s, 1960’s etc. through watching a video clips of a runway fashion show on YouTube. We will focus on a different decade each day of the week. They will simultaneously be exposed to music that was popular during a particular decade. Through art, students will decorate various fashion accessories also popular during that time. Students will dress their own laminated paper doll with their choice of an outfit from that decade. Our fashionable dolls will be on display in a fashion show which the students create by forming their own runway to music.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Leanne Woods, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 8-12, July 6-10, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

**COST:** $330

**FASHION, FACE AND FLOWERS DRAWING CAMP**

**GRADES 1-4**

For fashionistas, florists and budding makeup artists, this Young Rembrandts’ workshop celebrates the beautiful world of girls. Every day students will be challenged and delighted drawing images that exude femininity and loveliness. Students will draw and color faces, stretch their imaginations illustrating whimsical flowers and challenge their creativity when tying them all together in fanciful settings.

**INSTRUCTORS:** Young Rembrandts of North Dallas

**SCHEDULE:** July 13-17, 9:00 am–12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

**COST:** $190

**FIELD HOCKEY SKILLS**

**GRADES 4-6**

This camp is designed to introduce young athletes to the fun and exciting sport of field hockey. Each player will receive individual instruction of the basic skills needed in order to play the game. While learning about tactics and game strategy, campers will focus on teamwork and working with each other to accomplish a goal. Before ending the morning at the pool, we will conclude each day with scrimmage-like games ensuring that we utilize the skills just learned in a fun and competitive way. Required equipment: outdoor shoes/cleats, shin guards, mouth guard, sunscreen, swimsuit, and towel.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Robin C. Ables, OTR, M.Ed.

**SCHEDULE:** June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $195; Grades 4-6: July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $195

**COST:** $190

**FLAG FOOTBALL**

**GRADES 1-3**

Kidokinetics is proud to partner with NFL Flag Football to bring America’s favorite sport to young players in a safe, no tackle environment. Players can expect to be physically active through continuous action while learning the fundamental skills of football, lessons in teamwork, the introduction of key life lessons and sportsmanship. Trained coaches utilize the high-quality curriculum to develop not only football skills, but important fitness components including agility, strength, endurance, speed, coordination, and accuracy.

**COACHES:** Sportkinetics Dallas

**SCHEDULE AND COST:** Grades 1-3: May 26-29 (closed May 25), 12:30 pm-3:30 pm $160; June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, June 29—July 3, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; Grades 4-6: July 20-24, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $195

**COST:** $200

**FRENCH CAMP – BUILD YOUR OWN GAMES**

**GRADES 2-4**

Do you know the French games “Jeu de l’oie”, “Mille Bornes”, “La Pétaque”? In this camp, we’ll play a variety of French games before putting our imaginations to work to create own game. We’ll work individually and in groups to learn the French language with our games.

**INSTRUCTORS:** Alliance Française de Dallas

**SCHEDULE:** June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $200

**FINE MOTOR -TASTIC!**

**GRADES PK-1**

Did you know when you play with stamps, stickers, stencils, Q-tip painting, airbrush with markers, glitter glue, and more, you are making your hands strong for pre-writing and writing skills? Come join us for a week of MOTOR-TASTIC games and fun-filled activities. This camp is designed to improve your child’s fine motor strength to build a confident writer. So, get those fingers and hands ready!

**INSTRUCTOR:** Robin C. Ables, OTR, M.Ed.

**SCHEDULE:** June 22-26, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $190

**FANCY NANCY**

**AGE 4—GRADE 1**

Ooh-la-la… feather boas, tutus, pearls and purses! Don’t you just love to be fancy? Fancy Nancy cordially invites you to attend a weeklong soiree! Everything is fancier in French. This unique camp was inspired by the charming Fancy Nancy books written by Jane O’Connor. Fancy Nancy camp encourages creativity and confidence in the most delightful ways. We will enhance our vocabularies with fancy words (including learning some French words) as we engage in etiquette lessons, fashion shows, tea parties, and daily crafts. Join us because it is going to be tres, tres exciting, darling.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Leanne Woods, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 8-12, July 6-10, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

**COST:** $190

**FRENCH CAMP – BUILD YOUR OWN GAMES**

**GRADES 4-6**

This program culminates with a non-competitive track meet where kids can apply new skills and celebrate their achievements.

**COACHES:** Sportkinetics Dallas

**SCHEDULE AND COST:** Grades 1-3: May 26-29 (closed May 25), 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $160; June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm $195; Grades 4-6: July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $195

**COST:** $190

**FIELD HOCKEY SKILLS**

**GRADES 4-6**

This camp is designed to introduce young athletes to the fun and exciting sport of field hockey. Each player will receive individual instruction of the basic skills needed in order to play the game. While learning about tactics and game strategy, campers will focus on teamwork and working with each other to accomplish a goal. Before ending the morning at the pool, we will conclude each day with scrimmage-like games ensuring that we utilize the skills just learned in a fun and competitive way. Required equipment: outdoor shoes/cleats, shin guards, mouth guard, sunscreen, swimsuit, and towel.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Robin C. Ables, OTR, M.Ed.

**SCHEDULE:** June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $195; Grades 4-6: July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $195

**COST:** $190

**FINE MOTOR -TASTIC!**

**GRADES PK-1**

Did you know when you play with stamps, stickers, stencils, Q-tip painting, airbrush with markers, glitter glue, and more, you are making your hands strong for pre-writing and writing skills? Come join us for a week of MOTOR-TASTIC games and fun-filled activities. This camp is designed to improve your child’s fine motor strength to build a confident writer. So, get those fingers and hands ready!

**INSTRUCTOR:** Robin C. Ables, OTR, M.Ed.

**SCHEDULE:** June 22-26, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $190

**FLAG FOOTBALL**

**GRADES 1-3**

Kidokinetics is proud to partner with NFL Flag Football to bring America’s favorite sport to young players in a safe, no tackle environment. Players can expect to be physically active through continuous action while learning the fundamental skills of football, lessons in teamwork, the introduction of key life lessons and sportsmanship. Trained coaches utilize the high-quality curriculum to develop not only football skills, but important fitness components including agility, strength, endurance, speed, coordination, and accuracy.

**COACHES:** Sportkinetics Dallas

**SCHEDULE AND COST:** Grades 1-3: May 26-29 (closed May 25), 12:30 pm-3:30 pm $160; June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, June 29—July 3, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; Grades 4-6: July 20-24, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $195

**COST:** $200

**FRENCH CAMP – BUILD YOUR OWN GAMES**

**GRADES 2-4**

Do you know the French games “Jeu de l’oie”, “Mille Bornes”, “La Pétaque”? In this camp, we’ll play a variety of French games before putting our imaginations to work to create own game. We’ll work individually and in groups to learn the French language with our games.

**INSTRUCTORS:** Alliance Française de Dallas

**SCHEDULE:** June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $200
FRENCH CAMP – KINGS AND QUEENS OF FRANCE
GRADES 2-4  WEEK 8
Be transported back into King’s Time and Versailles! Learn about the French kings and queens, while learning and practicing some French vocabulary and expressions!! This is a great opportunity for students to learn and experience the French language and culture in a fun, interactive setting.
INSTRUCTORS: Alliance Française de Dallas
SCHEDULE: July 13-17, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $200

FRENCH COOKING – OUI CHEF!
GRADES 2-4  WEEK 2
Bonjour! You’ve probably heard about crêpes, quiche Lorraine, soufflés or baguettes. These will have no more secret for your kids after this week of camp. Your Petits Chefs will have a lot of fun learning the basics of cooking: Scaling, mixing, kneading, baking, stirring, piping, and the best part, TASTING! They will leave with their own creations and feel very proud of themselves. This sounds like a good program, oui?
INSTRUCTORS: Alliance Française de Dallas
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $240

FRENCH COOKING – PARIS IN A BITE!
GRADES 2-4  WEEK 8
Paris is famous for its beauty but also for the delicious food! Croissants, chocolate Croissants, profiteroles and even French baguette will have no more secret for your kids! Your Petits Chefs will have a lot of fun learning the basics of cooking: Scaling, mixing, kneading, baking, stirring, piping, and the best part, TASTING! They will leave with their own creations and feel very proud of themselves.
INSTRUCTORS: Alliance Française de Dallas
SCHEDULE: July 13-17, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $240

FRENCH COOKING - PETITE PATISSERIE
GRADES 2-4  WEEKS 6, 10
When we talk about French Cuisine, people usually think about French patisserie. And kids love to make it! Your Petits Chefs will discover all kind of French Pastries: Eclairs, madeleines, tarts, etc. They will have lot of fun learning the basics of cooking: Scaling, mixing, kneading, baking, stirring, piping, and the best part, TASTING! and they will always be guided by their teacher. They will leave with their own creations and feel very proud of themselves.
INSTRUCTORS: Alliance Française de Dallas
SCHEDULE: June 29-July 3, July 27-31, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $240

FRENCH LANGUAGE AWARENESS – BONJOUR!
GRADES 2-4  WEEKS 5, 9
Discover and immerse yourself in a French speaking environment. Learn your first words or practice your French through playful and educational activities each day! We will make learning French a game and a thrilling experience! Camps are open and intended for all levels of proficiency. A bientôt!
INSTRUCTORS: Alliance Française de Dallas
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, July 20-24, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $200

FRENCH THROUGH COMICS
GRADES 2-4  WEEK 7
A fun and creative way to begin to learn the French language is through our comics! Comics help students learn a new language because they are so visual. Join us to discover the French most famous comics and learn how to create your own with diverse materials and techniques.
Get your imagination ready!
INSTRUCTORS: Alliance Française de Dallas
SCHEDULE: July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $200

FROZEN ADVENTURES
AGE 4-GRADE 1  WEEKS 4, 9
Travel with Elsa and Anna through the magical land of Arendelle to uncover all the magic it has to offer. Sing songs with Olaf, create projects with Kristoff, and adventure to the local ice skating trip for a day to experience the wonder. So put on your jacket and snow shoes as we bring the magic of winter and Frozen into this hot, summer day.
INSTRUCTOR: Leanne Woods, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, July 20-24, 9:00 am-3:00 pm
COST: $330

FROZEN ADVENTURES
AGE 4-GRADE 1  WEEK 2
Travel with Elsa and Anna through the magical land of Arendelle to uncover all the magic it has to offer. Sing songs with Olaf, create projects with Kristoff, and adventure to the local ice skating trip for a day to experience the wonder. So put on your jacket and snow shoes as we bring the magic of winter and Frozen into this hot, summer day.
INSTRUCTOR: Leanne Woods, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, July 20-24, 9:00 am-3:00 pm
COST: $330

FROZEN TREAT FENZY AND ART
AGE 4-GRADE 1  WEEK 5
Travel with Elsa and Anna through the magical land of Arendelle to uncover all the magic it has to offer. Sing songs with Olaf, create projects with Kristoff, and adventure to the local ice skating trip for a day to experience the wonder. So put on your jacket and snow shoes as we bring the magic of winter and Frozen into this hot, summer day.
INSTRUCTOR: Leanne Woods, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: Age 4-Grade 1: June 1-5, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm; Grade 2-4: June 22-26, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

GAMEFIT
GRADES 1-4  WEEK 3, 5, 6
Get fit while having fun! GameFit is a great camp for any active child who wants to run, jump, shoot, score, play and have fun. Each day coaches introduce a different sport and a variety of PE games. Activities include basketball, flag football, track and field, volleyball, jump rope, volleyball, lacrosse, gaga ball, spikeball, kickball, ultimate Frisbee plus a huge variety of classic gym games. Each activity promises to be fun and stress-free! The camp will develop important fitness components including speed, agility, coordination, endurance, and self-confidence all under the disguise of gameplay.
COACHES: Sportkinetics Dallas
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, June 22-26, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $195

GARDEN FAIRIES
AGE 4–GRADE 1  WEEK 7
Find the magic at Fairy Camp where believing is seeing. During the week, we’ll explore the forest where fairies live and play. We’ll learn about birds, dragonflies and other friends in nature and discover the beautiful plants and flowers that surround them. We’ll read amazing fairytale stories and use playful imaginations to do a variety of art projects like making fairy houses and gardens.
INSTRUCTOR: Gabby Moscetta, Greenhill School
STAGE CAMP SCHEDULE

**SCHEDULE:**

**GOLF - THE FIRST TEE**

**GRADES 1-3**

**WEEKS 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10**

The First Tee Drive Golf program is sponsored by PGA, LPGA, Champions Tour and Masters Association. They have developed an innovative curriculum to teach young girls and boys the basics of golf. This camp focus is the instruction of skills and fundamentals in the four basic golf shots: putting, hitting, pitching and the full swing. Coaches utilize specially designed learning equipment with oversized club faces, color-coded grips, target oriented training tools, and alignment markings. Each activity empowers young boys and girls to explore their abilities and develop life-enhancing values. The last day campers pick up the tournament with awards!

**COACHES:** Sportkinetics Dallas

**SCHEDULE AND COST:**

- May 26-29 (closed May 25), 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, $160
- June 1-5, June 15-19, June 29-July 3, July 27-31, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, June 8-12, July 6-10, July 20-24, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, $195

**GREENHILL'S KABOOM TOWN**

**GRADES K-2**

**WEEK 6**

Ever wanted to travel all over America the Beautiful? This is your chance to visit places like Hawaii, California, New York, Florida, and even Alaska! Pack your suitcases because we're in for a fun ride across the USA. We'll be making some cool crafts while learning about all 50 states and what's significant of each of them. We will recreate the kinds of foods that are popular in each state. We'll talk about freedom, celebrate our past and our future, and of course HAVE FUN, red, white & blue style. It's the perfect way to kick off America's birthday the week of July 4th. Uncle Sam wants you to join this camp!

**INSTRUCTOR:** Lina Thompson, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 29-July 3, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

**COST:** $330

**HANDWRITING HEROES**

**GRADES K-1**

**WEEKS 5, 6**

Are you looking to improve your pencil grip, letter formation, and fine motor skills? Do you think you have what it takes to be a handwriting hero? This camp is all superheroes to dress up and sharpen their skills the “write” way! I hope you join us for a super fun time!

**INSTRUCTOR:** Natsanet Fesseha, Richardson ISD

**SCHEDULE:** June 22-26, June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

**COST:** $190

**HARRY POTTER FOR LOWER SCHOOL**

**GRADES 3-5**

**WEEKS 2-3, 4-5**

Imagine yourself under an invisibility cloak playing hide and seek at camp—and the rest of the campers have a Marauder’s Map! Come to Platform 9¾ and take the Hogwarts’ Express to Summer on the Hill’s most enchanting camp. For two amazing, “muggle-free” weeks, you will discover “The Hogwarts’ Way.” Snack on a handful of Bertie Bott’s Every Flavor Beans as you design your own wand and work robe. You and other wizards will be sorted into houses by the infamous “Sorting Hat” and participate in hands-on Hogwarts’ activities, including competing in Quidditch Matches! You will study Defense Against the Dark Arts, Charms, Care of Magical Creatures, Potions and invent your own spells.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Hannah Harkey, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 1-12, June 15-26. 9:00 am–3:00 pm  **COST:** $660 (2-week camps)

**HEROES VS VILLAINS**

**GRADES K-2**

**WEEKS 7, 9**

Do you have what it takes to be a hero and protect the world? If so, it’s time to put on your mask and cape as we dive into the world of heroes and villains! Uncover your hidden powers and learn what it takes to be a hero in a world full of villains. Movies, discussions, games, and crafts are all part of this fun-filled week so get ready to have a blast and soar through the sky!

**INSTRUCTOR:** Maeci Simmons, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** July 6-10, July 20-24, 9:00 am-3:00 pm

**COST:** $330

**HIP HOP DANCE FOR KIDS**

**GRADES 1-4**

**WEEK 6**

Come break a sweat this summer in this fun, high-energy hip-hop camp that will definitely have you moving to the beat. Get ready to be challenged to learn various styles of hip-hop dancing, while developing creativity, confidence, and musicality. No experience needed...just have fun doing what you love – dancing. We’ll learn different styles of choreography combinations and make a cool “Dance Crew” shirt for our final performance at the end of the week for parents and campers.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Melanie Girard, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 29-July 3, 9:00 am–12:00 pm

**COST:** $190

**HISTORY MYSTERIES**

**GRADES 1-4**

**WEEK 4**

Where is Cleopatra’s tomb? Who built Stonehenge? Why was Machu Picchu built and better yet, why was it deserted? At this camp, we will dive into one Ancient Mystery a day by recreating the event and looking for clues to solve it! We will become archaeologists, art historians, and anthropologists. We will learn about ancient culture through stories, art, and daily experiments and engineering projects. Come travel around the world and try to solve these ancient mysteries!

**INSTRUCTOR:** Maggie Parry, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 15-19, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

**COST:** $330

**HISTORY THROUGH GRAPHIC NOVELS**

**GRADES 4-8**

**WEEKS 4, 10**

Students in this course will read popular historical graphic novels such as the Nathan Hale series, March, and Maus as a way of exploring history. As a culminating activity, we will create our own graphic novels to teach readers about a historical event. Students should expect to learn fascinating history, read exciting graphic novels and practice the art of visual storytelling.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Amy Bresie, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 15-19, July 27-31, 9:00 am–12:00 pm

**COST:** $190

**HOOPS, SCOPS, AND SHOTS**

**AGE 4-GRADE-1**

**WEEKS 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11**

Hoops, Scoops and Shots combines three of our most popular sports offerings: Basketball, Lacrosse, and Tennis! Hoops focuses on the fundamentals of basketball: passing, shooting, dribbling, and basic game rules. Scoops offer an introduction to lacrosse stressing cradling, passing, scooping and catching. Shots utilize the highly popular USTA NetGeneration tennis curriculum combining basic skills and interactive games to reinforce the learning of groundstrokes, volleys, and serving. Physical components stressed are agility, accuracy, flexibility, balance, stamina, coordination and speed.
INcredible Girls

AGE 4-Grade K 

Calling all young women! This week, we’ll learn about strong, important females throughout the history of our country. Example Monday- Michelle Obama, Tuesday-Frida Kahlo, Wednesday-Amelia Earhart, Thursday-the Williams sisters, Friday-Katherine Johnson, Monday- Michelle Obama, Tuesday -Frida Kahlo, Wednesday -Amelia important females throughout the history of our country . Example

T: $190

JULY 4th Celebration

Grades 3-5 

During the warm weather, celebrating the 4th of July with friends is the best way to have fun. Your campers will create red, white, and blue crafts, play festive games, engage in light cooking, water activities, and learn about the great states. Let the celebration begin!

INSTRUCTORS: Grades K-2: Catherine Huynh, Greenhill School; Grades 3-5: Annie Criswell, Greenhill School

SCHEDULE: June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 am-3:30 pm

COST: $190

Jump Start

Grades 1-4 

Jump for Fun offers an exciting mix of traditional jump rope, Chinese jump rope, jump rope relays, jump rope workouts, partner jumping and jump rope games. Jumping rope is a great way to improve stamina, build heart strength and improve coordination, agility, and balance and have lots of fun! Music and mini-game breaks will keep the children engaged all week.

INSTRUCTORS: Janice LaMendola, Greenhill School, or Chris and Amanda Miller, Allen ISD

SCHEDULE AND COST: Grades K-2: May 26-29 (closed May 25), 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $265; Grades 3-8: May 26-29 (closed May 25) 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $330; Grades 3-8: August 3-7, 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $330

Junior Chefs

Grades 2-4 

Calling all “Master Chefs” in training. Pack your bags and be ready to go on an adventure of extreme baking and cooking. During the week, campers will explore the art of cooking and science in the kitchen. They will cultivate cooking techniques such as cutting, measuring and sautéing. At the end of the week, campers will be excited to add their dishes to their family dinner menu and receive their certificates as a “Master Chef Junior.”

INSTRUCTOR: Greg Browne-Nichols, Greenhill School

SCHEDULE: June 29-July 3, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

COST: $190

Just Add Water

Grades 2-5 

Just Add Water is a swim camp with a focus on fun and games. Activity will vary each day in the safety of the Greenhill indoor swim facility, staffed by Greenhill lifeguards. The swim camp introduces a variety of pool activities and games to include basic water safety, water volleyball, water polo, water basketball, noodle tag, shark in the pool, treasure hunt, water relays and more. Safety and teamwork, pool courtesy is reinforced each day. Campers will have plenty of “fee choice” play time in the water and break time for snacks and rest. The final hour of each camp will include outside games and activities which will be non-competitive and stress confidence and teamwork with the campers.

COACHES: Sportkinetics Dallas

SCHEDULE AND COST: May 26-29 (closed May 25), 12:30 pm–3:30 pm, $160; June 1-August 7, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, $195

Just Play Sports

Grades K-2 

Grades 3-8

Fire up your muscles and get ready to hit the field in this energized camp that will have you begging for more fun. Experience sports like croquet, soccer, kickball, dodge ball, and more as you take part in structured games and build your character through teamwork. All activities will allow you to develop control, accuracy, coordination, and timing in a fun and relaxed atmosphere. For grades 3-8, we’ll take time to cool off and play games in the pool during the afternoons. For Grades K-2, we’ll have water activities and sprinkler time at the end of the day. Teams will be organized by age. Half day’s camps available online for specific weeks.

COACHES: Janice LaMendola, Greenhill School, or Chris and Amanda Miller, Allen ISD

SCHEDULE AND COST: Grades K-2: May 26-29 (closed May 25), 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $265; August 3-7, 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $330; Grades 3-8: August 3-7, 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $330

Karate and Self-Defense

Grades 1-6 

Karate kids will get a kick out of this summer camp. Wouldn’t it be great if they could use this time to stay active, have fun, learn valuable life skills, and get some quality karate training? Well, with the Chamberlain Studios Karate Summer Camp, they can! Since 1981, our instruction has been rooted in our 3 Steps to a Great Kid character development program, which centers around training with our highly skilled black belt instructors in fundamental martial arts skills, drills, and activities. Your children will walk away happy from the fun activities, and you may find your life a little easier as they earn stripes by doing chores at home. Custom uniforms are available from the camp instructor for $35.

INSTRUCTORS: Greg Browne-Nichols, Greenhill School

SCHEDULE: June 22-26, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, July 13-17, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

COST: $190

Kings, Queens, and Castles

Age 4-K 

Hear ye, hear ye! By Royal Decree, the Kingdom of Greenhill issues the following declaration: All royal subjects are hereby summoned for the preparation of celebration of the Sovereign’s Tournament and Banquet! In the Great Hall, kings and queens will rule with scepters from thrones, and sires and ladies will create coats-of-arms, tapestries, and jewelry. Knights will forge shields, helmets, and mail. All subjects will celebrate with a lively tournament and sumptuous banquet at the end of their stay. Beware! A fire breathing dragon lurks beyond the walls.
LEARN TO CODE
GRADES K-2 WEEKS 2, 6, 8, 9
If you can use a tablet, you can learn how to code!! In this camp we will begin by playing interactive unplugged (no tablet needed) games that teach core coding concepts such as motion blocks, loops, and sequencing. We will then apply those concepts and create actual computer programs using the Scratch Jr PBS KIDS app. The computer programs will feature characters from popular PBS programs such as Word Girl, Wild Kratts, Arthur, and others. This camp does not require reading and can be repeated, once in June and once in July. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.

INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 29-July 3, July 20-24, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; July 13-17, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

COST: $205

LEARNING LACROSSE!
GRADES 1-4 WEEKS 2, 7, 9, 11
Kidokinetics is pleased to partner with US Lacrosse to introduce the nation’s fastest growing sport! Learning Lacrosse promises to bring a fun, fast-paced and inviting approach to the sport. Coaches introduce and develop the tactical, technical, and cooperative skills needed to enjoy success, and the knowledge to continue participation for those who become interested in the sport. During mini-breaks coaches introduce games to reinforce learned skills. This is a non-competitive camp designed to build self-confidence and teamwork in a fitness-oriented setting that incorporates important athletic components including agility, strength, power, endurance, speed, coordination, and accuracy.

COACHES: Sportkinetics Dallas
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, July 6-10, July 20-24, August 3-7, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

COST: $195

LEGO CITY FROM SCRATCH
GRADES 1-4 WEEKS 7, 10
Bring your creative hard hat and your architect, engineering and design skills as you help build our LEGO city. You will collaborate with your fellow builders as we decide which stores we should include and where our parks, playgrounds, schools, and houses should go. We will bring our city to life by building roads so by the end of the week new families can drive into town and stay.

INSTRUCTOR: Brian Donnell, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, 12:30-3:30 pm, July 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

COST: $190

LEGO CRAYON CONTRAPCTIONS
GRADES 1-4 WEEKS 3, 6
Join a fun, learning environment as we will investigate axles, gears, pulleys, and beams in hands-on activities. Use your imagination, creativity, and the LEGO Inventions book to assemble crazy, action contraptions such as Coat Hanger Daredevil, Ping-Pong Popper, 9-Foot Rubber Band Racer, Balloon Powered Rocket Car, Automatic Field Goal Kicker, The Candy Machine and so much more!

INSTRUCTOR: Brian Donnell, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 9:00 am–12:00 pm, July 6-10, July 27-31, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm

COST: $190

LEGO ROBOTICS
GRADES 1-4 WEEKS 8, 10
Who doesn’t love building with LEGO? There just always seems to be one thing a LEGO build seems to be missing... it can’t move! Come join us as we make our Lego creations come to life with the movement and power of motors and sensors using LEGO WeDo sets. Our LEGO WeDo robots and the short programs that control them will get students excited about building, creating, and robotics. As we build, we will design and make simple tools to allow for the movement of LEGO to match the program and turn on the motor. We will also discuss the principles of motion and movement as they relate to our robot. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.

INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: July 13-17, July 27-31, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

COST: $250

LEGO MASTER BUILDERS ACADEMY
GRADES 3-5 WEEK 4
This is an exciting camp that takes you through a progression of techniques used by real LEGO master builders! We will work on given models before designing our own spaceships using the techniques learned. These new skills can be used at home to further the exploration and creativity of your young master builder mind! Because of the materials used, it is recommended that campers are comfortable reading and building from plans.

INSTRUCTOR: Brian Donnell, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

COST: $190

LEGO MINECRAFT
GRADES 3–5 WEEK 2
Bring Minecraft to life using LEGO! If you’re a Minecrafter and LEGO enthusiast, you’ll be the happiest kid on earth in this camp. Set your imagination free as you create multiple ways of building sets and designing your own worlds. Each day we’ll create and take on new building challenges using the cool LEGO Minecraft products.

INSTRUCTOR: Brian Donnell, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

COST: $190
LEGO STAR WARS
GRADES 1–5  WEEKS 4, 5, 6
The Star Wars movies and animated series is the basis for this camp. We will recreate and explore the fascinating worlds, vehicles, and characters of this legendary adventure. Activities include, but are not limited to, building small and large LEGO kits, reading Star Wars books, learning to draw characters, and making our own LEGO movie. You, the builder, will find fresh elements of these movies to inspire your own creations. “Fear is the path to the dark side.”—Yoda. “LEGO is the path to summer awesomeness.”—Mr. Donnell
INSTRUCTOR: Brian Donnell, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, June 22-26, June 29-July 3, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

LEGO SUPERHEROES
GRADES 1–5  WEEKS 3, 5
Learn to use LEGO bricks and imagination to build scenes, create characters and villains, and form our favorite superheroes. As you explore the worlds of your favorite superheroes, you will learn to work cooperatively and think critically while having a blast! We will have a different objective each day as we embark on activities that include reading, drawing, writing, LEGO building, and even some movie making.
INSTRUCTOR: Brian Donnell, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, June 22-26, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $190

LEGOs FOR GIRLS “FRIENDS”
GRADES K–4  WEEKS 4
Do you love LEGOs and building castles, animals and cities? If you have a creative mind and want to create magical kingdoms for your princesses or build a working farm, then please join our exciting week-long class. Our girls will learn about zoos, kingdoms, farms, ocean life and schools through books and activities aimed at bringing out the imagination of every girl!
INSTRUCTORS: Amanda, Miller, Allen ISD
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

LEGOS FOR GIRLS
GRADES K–2  WEEKS 2, 3, 5
GRADES 3–5  WEEKS 2, 3, 5
Do you love LEGOs and building castles, animals and cities? If you have a creative mind and want to create magical kingdoms or build a working farm, then please join our exciting week-long class. Our girls will learn about zoos, kingdoms, farms, ocean life and schools through books and activities aimed at bringing out the imagination of every girl!
INSTRUCTORS: Grades K-2: Catherine Huynh, Greenhill School; Grades 3-5: Annie Criswell, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 8-12, June 22-26, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $190

LEMONADE STAND-GIVING BACK
GRADES 2–4  WEEKS 3, 4, 5
GRADES K–1  WEEKS 3, 4, 5
On a hot summer day, a cold glass of lemonade can sure hit the spot! In this camp, we’ll learn about what it takes to run a successful Lemonade Stand. We will be measuring, squeezing lemons, and baking some delicious recipes. Get ready to work as a team as we build and decorate your own lemonade stand, make posters and make some yummy treats that we will later be selling at our very own “Lemonade Stand”. Profits from our sales will go to a local charity. Lemonade and treats will be sold at 11:30 am and 3:00 pm daily.
INSTRUCTOR: Lina Thompson, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: Grades 2-4: June 8-12, June 15-19, June 22-26, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm; Grades K-1: June 8-12, June 15-19, June 22-26, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $190

LITTLE MEDICAL SCHOOL
GRADES 1-3  WEEK 7
GRADES 4-6  WEEK 7
Students will learn how the heart and lungs function. They’ll know the importance of proper first aid care. Children will learn about the brain, spine and digestive system. They’ll discuss the importance of medication safety and learn how to scrub in for surgery, suture and tie surgical knots. Children will be able to name the major bones in the body and more! Cost includes all supplies including an upgraded cloth medical coat for students to use and take home.
INSTRUCTORS: Little Medical School Instructors
SCHEDULE: July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $335

LITTLE MEDICAL AND LITTLE VETERINARIAN SCHOOL®
AGE 4-GRADE K  WEEKS 7, 10
In this course, students will learn about their heart, muscles, and bones. Students will also learn how to use a stethoscope and how to scrub for surgery...just like a real doctor! The children will also enjoy adopting their own stuffed dog, learning how to take measurements, assess a dog from head to tail, as well as the basics of dog care, immunization and how to treat a laceration. They will also learn about the importance of checking and monitoring dogs and ticks...just like a real veterinarian!
INSTRUCTORS: Little Medical School Instructors
SCHEDULE: July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, July 27-31, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $335

LITTLE MEDICAL SCHOOL® WILDERNESS MEDICINE
GRADES 1-3  WEEK 9
GRADES 4-6  WEEK 9
Little Wilderness School brings medicine, science and the importance of health to children in an entertaining, exciting and fun way. Our program will teach children about some of the dangers in the wild and how to safely handle a medical situation. For example, students will learn about snake bites, hypothermia, how to tie a tourniquet, splint a broken leg, filter dirty water, 20 uses of a bandana and how to treat bug bites. Each child receives a diploma, disposable lab coat, LMS bandana, thermal blanket and so much more.
INSTRUCTORS: Little Medical School Instructors
SCHEDULE: July 20-24, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $335

LITTLE NUTRITION AND LITTLE MEDICAL SCHOOL
AGE 4-GRades K  WEEK 9
In this course, the students will assume the role of a dietitian and learn about healthy eating habits, the food pyramid, and global foods through our nutrition workbook Asha’s Magical Ride. The children will also learn about their heart, muscles, and bones. Students will also learn how to use a stethoscope and how to scrub for surgery...just like a real doctor!
INSTRUCTORS: Little Medical School Instructors
SCHEDULE: July 20-24, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm  COST: $335
LITTLE VETERINARIAN SCHOOL
GRADES 1-3 WEEKS 8, 10
GRADES 4-6 WEEKS 8, 10
Children will learn how to complete an assessment of a dog. They will know the importance of proper care and nutrition to keep dogs healthy. They will know what to do if a dog gets hurt and how to care for them. Learn safety rules for being around animals. Discuss what radiographs are and what the light and dark shades are on a radiograph. They will learn about pesky parasites and how to treat animals. Cost includes all take home items - a stuffed dog, dog bone cookie cutter, dog bowl and a graduation diploma!
INSTRUCTORS: Little Medical School Instructors
SCHEDULE: Grades PK-1: June 1-5, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, June 8-12, 9:00 am-3:30 pm
COST: $330

MAD SCIENCE WITH STEVE SPANGLER
GRADES 2–5 WEEKS 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Get hooked on science with instasnow, electric pickles, disappearing ink, atomic glow slime, flying potatoes, erupting soda and much more. You will uncover “science secrets” by doing your own Steve Spangler experiments. Excite your imagination in this unforgettable learning experience with innovative, hands-on activities, captivating demonstrations, and creative learning tools.
INSTRUCTOR: Linda Mitchell-Hill, Gifted Program DISD
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 8-12, June 15-19, June 22-26, June 29-July 3, 9:00 am–3:00 pm
COST: $330

MAGIC SCHOOL BUS
GRADES K-2 WEEK 5
Come join Ms. Frizzle and the rest of the crew as we hop on the Magic School Bus for a fun-filled, science adventure! Campers will get to embark on a unique journey as we explore different environments in the world. It’s time to travel to outer space, explore the wonders of the deep sea, and pass through a fiery volcano as we learn all about these wonders.
INSTRUCTOR: Isela Cabral, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, 9:00 am–3:00 pm
COST: $330

MAGICAL MERMAID
GRADES 2-5 WEEKS 7, 8, 9, 10
Ever dream of being a mermaid or merman? Twirling, splashing and dancing like a mermaid? Now is your chance! At Mermaid Camp you will learn all about merfolk and develop mad mer skills through crafts, costumes and acting. We’ll create magical treasured troves (art projects), acting and learn all about mer life. We’ll spend the last hour of each day learning how to swim with monofins and tails.
INSTRUCTOR: Lesley Rowland, Lifeguard, Ex-Greenhill Student
SCHEDULE: July 6-10, July 13-17, July 20-24, July 27-31, 12:30-3:30 pm
COST: $190

MAGICAL UNICORNS AND DINOSAURS
GRADES K-2 WEEKS 6, 10
GRADES 3-5 WEEKS 7, 9
Unicorn, dragon or dinosaur? YOU choose! Campers will get the opportunity to pick which mythical or legendary creature they like best! Complete with majestic unicorns, fire-breathing dragons, and powerful dinosaurs, we will begin the exciting week with stuffing either a unicorn, dragon or dinosaur! Once we have our new friends, we will read books and make props and crafts for the magical mini-world you want to create. The camp engages our campers through creativity and imagination, as they realize their ability to create their own imaginary world. Making unicorn horns, dragon and dinosaur spikes and tails, unicorn rainbows and dragon and dinosaur eggs, castles and kingdoms, your mini-world will be set!
INSTRUCTORS: Trish Lopez, ClubZ Tutoring Services
SCHEDULE: Grades K-2: June 29-July 3, July 27-31, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm; Grades 3-5: July 6-10, July 20-24, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $205

MARBLE MAZES
GRADES 2–4 WEEKS 9, 10
As a young carpenter, you will enjoy a safe place to practice woodworking as you design and build mazes. You will use your math skills for measuring, constructive skills while drilling holes, and engineering skills as you strategically position your nails in each unique maze. You will then become an artist as you customize your maze with color and design. This is a great beginning woodworking class for students to learn to use woodworking tools and to develop a lifelong woodworking hobby.
INSTRUCTOR: Jocelynn Simpson, Preston Hollow Presbyterian School
SCHEDULE: July 20-24, July 27-31, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm
COST: $190

MATH ANIMALS STUFF-N-FLUFF
GRADES PK-1 WEEKS 2, 6
GRADES K-2 WEEKS 2, 3
Do you want to learn your numbers or get better at counting? Math Animals Camp can be an exciting way to make numbers come to life! The camp shows our campers how to identify numbers and count through multi-sensory activities and projects. Our first day begins with a stuff-n-fluff activity by hand stuffing a new animal friend. Learning to count and recognizing numbers by saying their names, will be amazing and fun! Using the animals to help count toes, fingers, spots, stripes, and teeth! Not only will we sing songs to help us remember our numbers, but we will also read stories, play math games such as Jumpin' Numbers, Animal Counting, Number Bingo, and more.
INSTRUCTORS: Trish Lopez, ClubZ Tutoring Services
SCHEDULE AND COST: Grades Pk-1: June 1-5, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; Grades K-2: June 1-5, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, June 8-12, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $205

MATH GAMES FOR FUN
AGE 4–GRADE K WEEK 5
8
By actively using games, puzzles, music, art, and familiar items, we will be practicing mathematical concepts without even realizing it! We’ll count by 2’s and 5’s, identify and count coins, do mental math, and count backward. Students will make some of their own games, allowing family members to join in on the enjoyment at home.
INSTRUCTOR: Leanne Woods, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, July 13-17, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30–3:30 pm
COST: $190

MATH MANIA
GRADES 1-2 WEEKS 2, 3
Through many different games, puzzles, crafts, and the use of technology, kids will practice many important math concepts, as well as extend their learning with logic and deduction activities. We will cover time, money, basic addition and subtraction facts, and problem-solving
in a fun and exciting ways that will not even feel like schoolwork. As their skills grow, so will their confidence as well as their love of math!

INSTRUCTOR: Elizabeth Schwartz, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 8-12, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $190

MERMAID ISLAND
GRADES K-2 WEEK 2
Have you ever sung with a mermaid? Did you ever wish you could have a fish for a friend? Well get ready, here is your chance to do both! We are we splashing into a week’s worth of FUN and water play! We will be creating crafts like, under sea jewelry, painting, and playing games.

INSTRUCTOR: Cindy Rios, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

MIGHTY GIRLS MAKING A DIFFERENCE
GRADES 4-8 WEEK 3
Students in grades 4-8 will learn about the powerful women both historical and modern. We will have a different theme and discussion each day about women in different roles; artists, writers, scientists, politicians, and activists. Boys are cool but girls’ rule. Come prepared to participate in fun projects as we explore different ways to be mighty girls! “And though she is but little, she is fierce” – William Shakespeare.

INSTRUCTOR: Amy Bresie, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $190

MINDFUL GARDENING
GRADES 3-5 WEEKS 4, 7
When we connect to nature, we connect to ourselves. We’ll spend part of the week in the fresh air and sunshine learning how to garden. Students will gain a sense of themselves as we focus on the basics: breathing, music, movement, mindfulness, self-care, and confidence. Set your phones and computers aside and join us for quality time with nature.

INSTRUCTOR: Laura Flanagan, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, July 6-10, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $190

MINDFUL MEDITATION, YOGA AND CRAFTS
AGES 3-4 WEEKS 2, 3
Students will start the morning by taking some mindful breathes and stretching. Students will create mindful artwork and jewelry to help them stay calm and collected throughout the day. They will enjoy learning new ways to help them better manage their emotions and find creative and calming ways to express themselves not just at camp but at home too! Join us and be mindful.

INSTRUCTOR: Hennah Abubaker, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 8-12, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $190

MINECRAFT MODIFICATON FOR JUNIORS
GRADES 1-4 WEEKS 2, 4, 8
Calling all Minecrafters!! Come join us in learning how to make their own server and host it. We will show you how to create a world with rules of your choice that you can play on with just your friends. Students will also learn how to change texture packs to optimize the Minecraft experience. We will teach you what you need to know to download mods safely and securely. With the introduction of Redstone, students will be able to improve their problem-solving skills and critical thinking. This camp includes a group project that will foster teamwork and creativity. A current Minecraft Account (about $30) is recommended for this camp. Parents will receive instructions for how to purchase one a few days before camp begins. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.

INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 15-19, July 13-17, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $205 plus optional $30 Minecraft Account Fee

INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 15-19, July 13-17, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $205 plus optional $30 Minecraft Account Code

MONSTER’S UNIVERSITY TRAINING CAMP
AGES 3-4 WEEK 10
Monsters University needs you! Do you think you have what it takes to become the Top Scarcer? Come test out your skills at Monsters University Training Camp. Your training will include daily monstercise activates, arts and craft projects, and of course preparing for your scare final! Challenge yourself at every turn while learning and having fun with your fellow trainees! Get ready to become a Top Scarcer! Activities based on the Walt Disney and Pixar Animation Monsters, Inc, & Monsters University.

INSTRUCTORS: Cynthia Van Syckle, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: July 27-31, 9:00 am-3:00 pm
COST: $330

MOVEMENT, MUNCHIES AND MESSY ART
AGE 4- GRADE 1 WEEKS 7, 9
Do you like music? We’ll be moving and grooving in this camp! We’ll also get gooey, squishy and messy every day. Have a blast creating
Do you want to build a snowman in this 100-degree heat? If so, then join Olaf and the gang as we immerse ourselves into the frozen wonderland. It’s time to sing at the top of our lungs, dance to the Frozen tunes, craft magical snowflakes, and bake wintery treats with everyone’s favorite icy friend. Take a break from summer and join us for a fun-filled week that is sure to cool your child down.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Gabby Moscetta, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 8-12, June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm–3:30 pm

**COST:** $190

---

**MUSIC AND MILKSHAKES**

**GRADES 3-4**

**WEEKS 5, 10**

Do you like music? How about milkshakes? Well, we have the camp for you! Come join us on our week-long musical journey as we take a peek into some of the most fun songs of all time. We’ll dance and shake the afternoon away. Did I say shake? I meant MILKSHAKE! A must in the summer heat. We will be mixing up a funky shake of the day to go along with the song of the day. So, bring a list of your favorite songs and come ready to DANCE!

**INSTRUCTOR:** Cindy Rios, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 8-12, 9:00 am-3:00 pm

**COST:** $330

---

**OOEY, GOOEY SENSORY SCIENCE**

**AGE 4–GRADE 1**

**WEEK 4**

Calling all young scientists! Join us as we experiment with science that will utilize all five of our senses. You will enjoy getting messy with lots of fun, hands-on experiments that will end with journaling using the new vocabulary you’ve picked up. Wear old clothes and don’t forget your thinking cap!

**INSTRUCTOR:** Jordan Palefsky, Lamplighter School

**SCHEDULE:** June 15-19, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

**COST:** $330

---

**OUTDOOR EXPLORERS**

**GRADES 4-8**

**WEEK 5**

Do you love spending time being outdoors? Learn about orienteering, map reading, hiking, fishing, and more. Outdoor field trips will include fish hatchery, LLELA nature preserve and Arbor Hills Nature Preserve. Two days will be spent on campus adding skills like knot tying, building a safe fire pit, compasses, and more. We believe that everyone should have the chance to enjoy the great outdoors, so we’ll build our own campsite on campus. Join us for a s’mores treat and other simple outdoor cooking. Come learn how to be a responsible outdoorsman and have fun!

**INSTRUCTORS:** Sharon Charlebois, Roger Charlebois, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 22-26, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

**COST:** $330

---

**PAINT FOR DAYS**

**AGE 4–GRADE 1**

**WEEK 8**

If you enjoy experimenting with paint, engaging in messy projects and expressing yourself freely, then you’ve come to the right place! As we Paint for Days, you will develop your love for art as you learn different types of painting such as upside-down painting, marble painting, finger painting and much more. Come have a mess of a good time that your parents won’t need to worry about cleaning up.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Greg Browne-Nichols, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** July 13-17, 9:00 am–3:00 pm

**COST:** $330

---

**PAINT LIKE THE MASTERS**

**GRADES 2-4**

**WEEK 3**

If you enjoy experimenting with paint, engaging in messy projects and expressing yourself freely, then you’ve come to the right place! As we Paint for Days, you will develop your love for art as you learn different types of painting such as upside-down painting, marble painting, finger painting and much more. Come have a mess of a good time that your parents won’t need to worry about cleaning up.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Rima Zachariah, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 8-12, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm

**COST:** $190
**PALET FURNITURE FUN!**
**GRADES 1-4**
**WEEK 6**
Treat your favorite dolls like they are part of the family and build them their very own dream house! During this fun-filled week, we’ll take creativity to the next level and take campers’ designs and turn them into a reality. Safety and fun are our two main priorities at this camp, and we’ll make sure campers have both! The campers will then get to take their masterpieces home to fit their favorite, 11.5 inch doll.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Shawn Davis, Dallas ISD  
**SCHEDULE:** June 29-July 3, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
**COST:** $330

**PARTY PLANNING AND CREATIVE HANDWRITING**
**GRADES 4-7**  
**WEEKS 8, 9**
Welcome all campers who enjoy the art of creation! Campers will spend the morning learning and practicing the art of hand lettering in different fonts and will learn how to dress up their own handwriting to design hand-made cards and notes. The afternoons will be spent learning the art of party planning. Campers will focus on details ranging from creating hand-lettered invitations/envelopes to planning for snacks and drinks within a budget. The last afternoon of camp will be spent enjoying the party that campers have planned!

**INSTRUCTOR:** Rhonda Bier, Greenhill School  
**SCHEDULE:** July 13-17, July 20-24, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
**COST:** $190

**PASTEL DRAWING - THE WORLD TOUR**
**GRADES 1-4**  
**WEEK 6**  
**GRADES 4-7**  
**WEEK 6**
Explore multicultural art in our Worldly Artistic Designs workshop. We begin our world tour in Mexico as we draw several welcoming, colorful doorways. Next, we journey to Africa and explore the design intricacies of African crafts. Our artistic enlightenment doesn’t stop there; we’ll move on to design Paisley patterns, an ancient design embraced by many cultures. Then, Asian paper lanterns will shed light on the Far Eastern design styles. Our travels end in Russia as we illustrate a mainstay of Russian architecture – the onion dome.

**INSTRUCTORS:** Young Rembrandts of North Dallas  
**SCHEDULE:** Grades 1-4: June 29-July 3, 9:00 am–12:00 pm; Grades 4-7, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm  
**COST:** $190

**PASTELS – MASTER THE MASTERS**
**GRADES 1-4**  
**WEEK 9**  
**GRADES 3-5**  
**WEEK 9**
This Young Rembrandts’ Pastel Art workshop will focus on five different artists. Each day, we will create a large, original pastel drawing replicating a famous artist’s masterpiece. We will draw a colorful goldfish bowl as Henri Matisse did in his Goldfish painting. On day two, we will recreate Vincent Van Gogh’s famous Starry Night complete with swirls throughout the sky. On day three, we will create powerful still life full of robust color as Paul Cezanne did often in his paintings. Day four will find us drawing Andre Derain’s Portrait of Matisse. On the final day, we will draw as Thiebald did for his Cake Paintings. Each day will challenge us with the pastel media. But in the end, we will be Masters ourselves. You will want the drawings framed! No experience necessary. Please wear clothes that can get dirty.

**INSTRUCTORS:** Young Rembrandts of North Dallas  
**SCHEDULE:** Grades 1-4, July 20-24, 9:00 am–12:00 pm; Grades 3-5, July 20-24, 12:30 pm–3:30 pm  
**COST:** $190

**PAW PATROL**
**AGE 4-GRAdE 1**  
**WEEK 2**
Come take an adventure with the Marshall, Chase, and the rest of the furry gang as we uncover what it really takes to be a community helper. Enjoy a paw-rect week filled with baking dog treats, creating their own community badges, and working up a sweat during the Puppy Patrol Obstacle Course.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Isela Cabral, Greenhill School  
**SCHEDULE:** June 1-5, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
**COST:** $330

**PEEWEE RECREATIONAL CAMP**
**AGE 4–GRAdE 1**  
**WEEK 11**
Join us as we dive into science, bake yummy treats, get creative with arts and crafts, play games and go on outdoor adventures this summer. Together we’ll spend our final summer days playing in the sprinkler and sipping on lemonade. Wear your play clothes and bring a towel and bathing suit for water games.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Greg Browne-Nichols, Cindy Rios, Maeci Simmons, Greenhill School  
**SCHEDULE:** August 3-7, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
**COST:** $330

**PETE THE CAT MEETS THE CAT IN THE HAT**
**GRADES K-2**  
**WEEK 2**
Two cats but only one hat! Two of your favorite two storybook cats, Pete and The Cat in the Hat have landed at Greenhill! Get ready for a CAT-TASTIC week, as we jump right into these books. This camp will focus on our favorite storybook characters through arts & crafts, play, and all sorts of kitty fun. We will be cooking up some fun surprises thought out the week that only Pete and Mr. Cat could only create!

**INSTRUCTOR:** Cindy Rios, Greenhill School  
**SCHEDULE:** June 1-5, 9:00 am-12:00 pm  
**COST:** $190

**PHONICS FUN**
**GRADES K-1**  
**WEEKS 7, 10**
Are you looking for experiences that encourage active learning? Phonics fun will focus on developing literacy skills and solidifying acquired ones in fun and meaningful ways. Together, we will play educational games that focus on identifying letters and sounds, blending phonemes, and reading sight words to strengthen our reading fluency.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Natsanet Fesseha, Richardson ISD  
**SCHEDULE:** July 6-10, July 27-31, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm–3:30 pm  
**COST:** $190

**PHOTO AND VIDEO EDITING**
**GRADES 3-6**  
**WEEK 4**
In this class, students learn Filmora video editing software to make transitions, voice overs, making informational video, setting music tone, adding images to videos for you tube channel. We’ll learn Snapseed photo editing software by taking pictures using their phone or tablet to learn tuning, ambience setting and adding details and text to their pictures. Students will work as a team for their final project with their own film director, producer, writer, actor, and editor to make short-length movies. Creations will be posted on Rex Programming YouTube channel to share their award-winning features with parents and friends! Students are strongly encouraged to bring their smartphone or tablet to take pictures and videos and a laptop.
INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $205

PICTLEBALL PANDEMONIUM
GRADES 1-4  WEEKS 3, 6, 9
Join the fun of the new sports craze. When combining the skills of tennis, badminton and table tennis you get a fast moving, energy driving, teamwork oriented just plain fun game. Key skills include agility, speed, accuracy, precision, reaction, coordination and flexibility. This game utilizes solid wood paddles and a perforated polymer ball (whiffle type) on a court surface modified for small court play. Basic skills will be taught and practiced, strategy introduced, and team play conducted to enable participants to develop a love for this game!
INSTRUCTORS: Sportkinetics Dallas
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, June 29-July 3, July 20-24, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $195

PINKALICIOUS AND PETERIFFIC
GRADES K-2  WEEK 6
Come join the Pinkertons as we embark on a fun-filled week of all things Pink. Throughout the week, we'll learn how to look at the world through the imaginative eyes of Pinkalicious and her brother Peter as we ignite our imagination through arts and crafts and baking sweet treats. It’s time to see the beauty of the world and turn that beauty into art that you can take home and show off.
INSTRUCTOR: Isela Cabral, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 29-July 3, 9:00 am–3:00 pm
COST: $330

PIXAR & INCREDIBLES
GRADES K–2  WEEK 9
The Incredibles, UP! Nemo, Inside Out, Toy Story, Brave, Monster Inc. Just a few of the popular Disney Pixar movies we are going to be talking about in this fun-filled week. Together we will be making memories while doing some hands-on activities, arts, and crafts and maybe even bake a few goodies. “Ohhh, look cake”! Join us to explore the depths of the ocean and swim with Dory and fight crime with Mr. Incredibile.
INSTRUCTOR: Lina Thompson, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: July 20-24, 9:00 am -3:00 pm
COST: $330

POLISHED TO PERFECTION - ETIQUETTE
GRADES 1-3  WEEKS 7, 8
Who knew learning manners could be so fun? Platinum Manners teaches many different etiquette skills using games, role play, music, stories, and through discussions. You will learn expected and respected behaviors for any social setting. You will be empowered with the knowledge and skills needed to be socially competent with a high level of confidence and self-esteem.
INSTRUCTORS: Lesa Hooker, Platinum Manners, LLC
SCHEDULE: Grades 1-3: July 6-10, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, July 13-17, 9:00 am–12:00 pm; Grades 4-7: July 6-10, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, July 13-17, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $205

POKEMON TRAINER
GRADES 2-4  WEEKS 2, 5, 6
Calling all Pokemon trainers! If you love Pokémon arts and crafts, cards and video games, then this camp is for you. In this camp, we will learn to play the Pokemon card game, trade cards, battle and become a video gamer guru! Come show off your skills as you battle for power in your journey through the Pokémon universe! Do you have what it takes to become a Pokémon Master?
INSTRUCTORS: Nate Griggs, Brittany Johnson, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 22-26, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; June 29-July 3, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

PULITZER PUBLISHING PRACTICE! TAKE 1
GRADES 1–4  WEEKS 2, 3, 4
In this camp, you'll create a book about one of your favorite people, YOU! We'll use book-making kits to create an original book with illustrations along with a short biography and photos. As the author, you’ll create a draft of your project and the finished bound book after completing and submitting your project for publication. This book about you at a young age is a lifetime keeper.
INSTRUCTOR: Shawn Davis, Dallas ISD
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, July 27-31, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $205

PUTTING THE “E” IN STEM
AGE 4-GRADE 1  WEEKS 5, 10
This camp is all about the E(engineering) in STEM education. Working together in small groups, our young engineers will build, ponder, and play while learning core concepts in engineering.
INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 26-30, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; July 20-24, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

QUESTIONEERS CAMP
GRADES AGE 4-K  WEEKS 3, 5
Grades 1-3: Catherine Huynh, Greenhill School; Grades 3-5: Annie Criswell, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, June 22-26, 12:30 am-3:30 pm
COST: $190

RECREATIONAL CAMP
GRADES 1–4  WEEKS 2–10
In this camp, your child is bound to have some good summer fun! Activities include games, arts & crafts and one morning and/or one-afternoon field trip. We’ll play kid favorite games like dodgeball, popular board games, hide and seek, and much more. Field trips change each week but favorite places include Jump Street, Adventure Landing, G-rated Cinemark Movies, Laser Tag, Pump It Up, to name a few! We’ll swim in Greenhill’s indoor pool and watch cartoons during our lunch break. Both boys and girls, come join us for a summer of fun.
INSTRUCTORS: Chris Miller, Wylie ISD, Cathy McNulty, Allen ISD
SCHEDULE AND COST: Weekly from June 1-August 7, 9:00 am–3:00 pm, $330; 9:00 am–12:00 pm or 12:00 pm–3:00 pm, $190
REVOLUTIONARY WAR FOR YOUNG HISTORIANS
GRADES 4-6 WEEKS 5, 6
Why do we celebrate American Independence on July 4th instead of July 2nd when the Declaration of Independence was written? What motivated patriots? Tories? Did Washington really stand in the boat? We will tackle these questions and more as we explore the Revolutionary War through hands-on activities, debate, and historical re-enactment.
INSTRUCTOR: Amy Bresie, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $190

ROCK CLIMBING
GRADES 3-7 WEEKS 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
Indoor rock climbing offers students a non-competitive active lifestyle using experiences that provide personal development (physical, social and emotional), environmental understanding, stewardship, memorable adventures, and teambuilding. It’s a natural way for children to develop excellent core and upper body strength from an early age. Campers will train at one of the local Texas top indoor climbing facilities. Drop-off and pick-up will be at the Greenhill gymnasium. Equipment is provided for the camp. Campers should wear summer workout gear and bring snacks.
COACHES: Matthew Giorgio and Caroline Kim, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 8-12, June 15-19, June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm and weekly from July 6-August 7, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm–3:30 pm
COST: $205

SECRET LIFE OF PETS
GRADES 1-2 WEEK 9
Ever wonder what your pets really do while you’re gone? It’s time to find out at the Secret Life of Pets Camp! During the week, we’ll explore the secret life of pets through activities, games, crafts, and treats. Make a personal pet tag for their collar, bake your dog their very own treat, and discover your pet’s secrets during this fun-filled week!
INSTRUCTOR: Kathleen McNamara, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: July 20-24, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $190

SHOOT, CREATE, DESIGN
GRADES 3-5 WEEK 8
Spend time with friends this week, exploring and taking photographs on Greenhill’s 78-acre campus. Learn simple photography techniques as we shoot photos of our new camp friends, the school’s peacocks, and the many building structures. After printing our photographs, we’ll create a decorative journal complete with fun self-facts and creative drawings.
INSTRUCTOR: Lina Thompson, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: July 13-17, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

SLIME-ME
GRADES 2-4 WEEK 6
Do you go CRAZY over slime? Have you found the perfect ingredients to make the slimiest slime? Maybe you’ve never made slime and can’t wait to learn how? Then, this is the perfect camp for you! We will make fluffy slime, galaxy slime, glittery slime and so much more.
INSTRUCTOR: Rhiannon Reyes, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

SOCIAL SKILLS, SPORTSMANSHIP AND SCHOOL READINESS
AGE 4-GRAGE 1 WEEKS 5, 6
Join Kindergarten teacher Mrs. Field for an action-packed week of social skills, sportsmanship and school readiness! In this unique camp, we will primarily focus on positive social interactions, basic manners, approaching new friends, and basic social skills in a fun way. We will use specifically designed read-alouds, fun puppets, and games to practice these skills. In addition, we will participate in exciting inside and outside games to practice healthy sportsmanship, patience, sharing, and reciprocity in partnerships. Enhancing your child’s ability to work and play in a group environment will be an important focus, too. Our school-readiness component will focus on listening to others’ words (teachers and peers), using our own words (NOT hands) when we get upset, tactics for conflict resolution, following directions, transitioning to activities and tasks in a positive/timely manner, etc. We know your child will be even more ready for school after a week of hands-on practice in an authentic and fun way!
INSTRUCTOR: Jessica Field, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, June 29-July 3, 9:00 am–12:00 pm or 12:30 pm–3:30 pm
COST: $190

SOLAR POWERED ROBOTICS
GRADES 1-4 WEEKS 3, 6, 7
What better way to enjoy the summer than with robots and the sun! In our solar robots camp, we set our robots into motion using solar energy. We learn about simple machines and how to build them using Technic LEGO. We’ll look into the benefit and impact of sustainable sources of energy, and safely wire a solar panel to harness the power of the sun. Don’t worry though, rainy days won’t stop this camp. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.
INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; June 29-July 3, July 6-10, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $250

SNOWY SUMMER
GRADES 3-5 WEEKS 5, 9
Are you looking for a way to cool down in the boiling heat of the Texas summer? Look no further because Winter in June or July is coming! Camp activities will include making crystal snowflakes, snowmen mints, homemade marshmallows, gingerbread houses, snow globes and more. We will have indoor “snowball” fights, mix up some snowflake slime and build a giant igloo to play in. We can’t wait for you to join in on all the winter-wonderful magic!
INSTRUCTOR: Valerie Ellert, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, July 20-24, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $190

SOAR INTO SECOND GRADE
GRADE 2 WEEK 2
This camp is an introduction to second grade. We will explore literacy and math concepts connected to expectations for the incoming school year. Students will explore favorite book series, play beloved math games, and learn strategies to develop as second grade writers. Get ready for Second Grade 101!
INSTRUCTOR: Maggie Parry, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 9:00 am–3:00 pm
COST: $330

SCHEDULE:
INSTRUCTOR:
COST:
SOLAR ROBOTICS MOON BASED  
GRADES 1-4  
WEEKS 5, 10
What vehicles and robots would be needed on a solar-powered moon base? Take this LEGO Solar Robotics camp and you will learn all about solar technology and space exploration as you and your campmates work together to design and build a miniature moon base powered by the power of the sun (or heat lamps if the weather will not allow us to work outside). Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.

INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming  
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, July 27-31, 9:00 am-12:00 pm  
COST: $250

SPY KIDS  
GRADES K–4  
WEEK 11
Players of all abilities will be challenged in the technical and tactical aspects of the game of soccer. Each day will include individual skills training and small-sided games. The directors believe in the importance of players developing through doing, so activities and games are designed to maximize the number of touches players get on the ball. One camp day will be dedicated to an “all-camp” indoor World Cup, which is always a camper favorite. Required equipment: indoor athletic shoes, soccer cleats, shin guards, sunscreen, swimsuit, and towel. At the end of each morning, we’ll cool off in sprinklers with water fun activities.

INSTRUCTORS: Trish Lopez, ClubZ Tutoring Services  
SCHEDULE: August 3-7, 9:00 am–12:00 pm  
COST: $190

SPA PARTY  
GRADES 2-4  
WEEK 8
Ready for a relaxing and fun week at the spa? Come make your own spa treatments and learn how to take care of your mind and body. Campers will learn how to make awesome hand-made beauty products including bath salts, fizzing bath bombs, sugar scrubs, lip balms, just to name a few! On Friday, we will wrap up the week of fun with a Spa Party celebration for a final treat. Come pamper yourself!

INSTRUCTORS: Kathleen McNamara, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE: July 13-17, 9:00 am–12:00 pm  
COST: $190

STAR WARS FOR YOUNG TROopers  
GRades K-1  
WEEK 7
Storm Troopers, grab your lightsaber and join us in a galaxy far, far away. You’ll be trained in the ways of the force as we explore planets, learn to read holograms and meet some interesting characters. Together we’ll bring Star Wars to life through books, art and our imagination in a camp that is out of this world!

INSTRUCTORS: Rhiannon Reyes, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE: July 6-10, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
COST: $330

STEVE SPANGLER’S AWESOME SCIENCE  
AGE 4–GRADE 1  
WEEK 9
Get hooked on science with instasnow, electric pickles, disappearing ink, atomic glow slime, flying potatoes, erupting soda and much more. You will uncover “science secrets” by doing your own Steve Spangler experiments. Excite your imagination in this unforgettable learning experience with innovative, hands-on activities, captivating demonstrations, and creative learning tools.

INSTRUCTORS: Greg Browne-Nichols, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE: July 20-24, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
COST: $330

SUMMER IN SPACE  
GRades K-2  
WEEK 7
Three, two, one … BLAST OFF, into this fun and activity-filled week learning about the solar system. We will use our imaginations as we travel to through the solar system. Some of our art projects will include designing and creating rocket ships and moon rocks. We'll use our imagine astronaut training and create your own star? Be sure to join us this week because it’s going to be a blast!

INSTRUCTORS: Cindy Rios, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE: July 6-10, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
COST: $330

SUMMER PERFORMING ARTS ACADEMY (SPAA)  
JUNIORS PROGRAM  
GRades 3-4  
WEEKS 5, 7
SOITH’S Summer Performing Arts Academy. Greenhill’s Summer Performing Arts Academy (SPAA) presents the Juniors Program. Be bold, be expressive! Greenhill’s Summer Performing Arts Academy (SPAA) presents the Tykes and Beginners Program. Under the oversight and direction of Terry Martin, Greenhill’s Head of Fine Arts and award-winning actor, director, and professional acting teacher our newly designed Summer Performing Arts Academy (SPAA) is a concentrated young-actor training program open for pre-kindergarten through high school students. SPAA’s offers age-appropriate instruction focused on core acting and performing subjects which teach skills such as self-confidence, self-discipline, collaboration, and resilience. Each day, SPAA students rotate through a series of sessions including focused subjects such as Improvisation, Musical Theatre, Story Telling, Puppetry, Scene Study, Stage Movement, Dance and more. All SPAA classes focus on process, not product. By participating in SPAA, students gain confidence, boldness, and expressiveness. At the end of a class session, SPAA students share their work in an “open-class” style presentation for family and friends.

INSTRUCTORS: Musical Theatre Instructors  
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, July 6-10, 9:00 am-3:00 pm  
COST: $330
Terry Martin, Greenhill’s Head of Fine Arts and award-winning actor, director, and professional acting teacher our newly designed Summer Performing Arts Academy (SPAA) is a concentrated young-actor training program open for pre-kindergarten through high school students. SPAA’s offers age-appropriate instruction focused on core acting and performing subjects which teach skills such as self-confidence, self-discipline, collaboration, and resilience. Each day, SPAA students rotate through a series of sessions including focused subjects such as Improvisation, Musical Theatre, Story Telling, Puppetry, Scene Study, Stage Movement, Dance and more. All SPAA classes focus on process, not product. By participating in SPAA, students gain confidence, boldness, and expressiveness. At the end of a class session, SPAA students share their work in an “open-class” style presentation for family and friends.

INSTRUCTORS: SPAA Instructors
SCHEDULE: Grades PK-K: June 15-19, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $190, June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $190; Grades 1-2: June 15-19, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, $190, June 29-July 3, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

SUPER SPORTS SAMPLER! BY KIDOKINETICS
AGES 3–GRADE 1 WEEKS 1–11
Super Sports Sampler is designed to provide a fun, active week of exercise, games, nutrition and sports activities. Coaches introduce new sports activities each day to keep the kiddos excited and engaged with a focus on skills and drills. During breaks, coaches provide an arts and crafts project, story time with sports and nutrition themed children’s books, and various games. Sports activities include Golf, Tennis, Basketball, Baseball/T-ball, Flag Football, Soccer, Badminton, Hockey, Obstacle Courses, Hula Hoops, Noodlekinetics, Jump Rope, Kickball, Lacrosse, Volleyball, Frisbees and Parachute Games. Children must be fully potty trained.
COACHES: Kidokinetics Dallas
SCHEDULE AND COST: Weekly from June 1 through August 7, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $195; May 26-29 (closed May 25), 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $160; July 20-24, July 27-31, August 3-7, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm, $195

SUPERHEROES
AGE 4–GRADE 1 WEEK 4
Become a superhero this summer. Get creative as you choose your super powers and superhero name. Have a blast creating your own costume, including capes and masks. Invent extravagant superhero artwork, learn theatre and sharpen your acting skills as you show your courage when performing in front of an audience. Fly into camp this summer and we’ll work as a team to save the world!
INSTRUCTOR: Gabby Moscetta, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, 9:00 am–12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

SUPERHERO ROBOTICS GAMES, BUILDING, CODING
GRADES 3-6 WEEKS 2, 3, 4, 5, 10
Become a future engineer by building superhero robots (Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Spiderman, and 16 others). Then learn beginner CODING to make your robots perform autonomous tasks to solve engineering challenges presented in the form of exciting adventure games (save Gotham City from the Joker, remove Kryptonite to save Superman’s life, etc.). You will also learn all about Drive Control Mode, Distance Sensors, Gyro Sensors, Color Sensors, Touch LED Sensors, Bumper Switches, and much more. This unique, hands-on class will turn YOU into a Superhero Engineer.
INSTRUCTOR: William Cowling, Dallas ISD

SCHEDULE: June 1-5, June 8-12, June 15-19, June 22-26, July 27-31, 9:00 am-3:00 pm
COST: $330

SURVIVOR: GREENHILL
GRADES 4–6 WEEKS 2–3
Have you ever wanted to roll around in chocolate syrup, pour honey on the head of a friend, engage in some very interesting games of ultimate Frisbee or kickball, slide down a hill, or navigate a maze? Then this is the camp for you! Back for an unprecedented 18th year, Survivor is one of Summer on the Hill’s most sought after camps. You will learn cooperation skills, problem-solving skills, and have fun at the same time. In this camp, we will go on at least two field trips a week and cool off in our indoor pool on specific day throughout the session.
INSTRUCTORS: Tony Brigham, Former Greenhill School, and Susie Brigham, Former Lakehill Preparatory School, Laura Flanagan, Roger Charlebois, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 1-12, 9:00 am–3:00 pm
COST: $660 (2-week camp)

SWIMMING LESSONS
GRADES K–6 WEEKS 1–11
Swim camp is designed to assist and promote each student according to his or her ability and experience. Classes are available for the beginning swimmer through the experienced, competitive swimmer. Instruction is fun while stressing proper technique, optimal learning, and water safety. Required equipment: swimsuit, goggles, and towel. Swim students must be at least 5 years old to enroll, must be able to be separated from parents for one hour, and be able to willingly put their face in the water. The course is designed to teach students safety and proficient in the water.
COACHES: Certified Greenhill School Lifeguards
SCHEDULE AND COST: May 26-29 (closed July 25, Memorial Day), $150, weekly from June 1-August 7, 8:00 am–8:45 am, $190

TENNIS AND RECREATIONAL SWIM
AGES 6–18 WEEKS 1-11
Tennis and Rec Swim Camps are a fun way to enjoy a good workout on the tennis court followed by a cool swim at the Greenhill pool. Camps are designed to develop a strong foundation through stroke production, engaging drills and point play. We will incorporate the use of red balls, orange balls and shorter courts for kids that are 10 and under and full-court yellow balls for more advanced and older players. The Tennis staff is a group of experienced professionals that incorporate a philosophy of fun with learning to make the program enjoyable. The day will consist of on-court instruction where we will focus on fundamentals and techniques, strategy and point play. Campers will also have the option to cool down in the pool for recreational swim. Required equipment: tennis racket, hat, sunscreen, and swimsuit.
COACHES: Jeff Ewing, Director of Tennis, USPTA, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE AND COST: May 26-29 (closed May 25), 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $155 or 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $265; June 29-July 3, 9:00 am–12:00 pm, $155; June 1-5, June 8-12, June 15-19, 9:00 am-12:00 pm, $195 or 9:00 am-3:00 pm, $330; June 22-26, and weekly from July 6-August 7, 9:00 am–12:00 pm, $195

TENNIS: FUTURE STARS
AGES 4-5 WEEKS 1-5
USTA and its Quickstart program is a proven way for kids to learn the game of tennis. We will teach proper technique in a fun atmosphere.
Quickstart tennis uses large foam or colored red balls and smaller size nets designed for this age group. Students experience the quick success of being able to play the game. This program will teach the proper fundamentals so that students can be successful in playing tennis in the future.

**COACHES:** Jeff Ewing, Director of Tennis, USPTA, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE AND COST:** Weekly from June 1-26, 8:00 am–8:45 am, $95; May 26-29 (closed May 25), 8:00 am-8:45 pm, $76

---

**TEXAS BLUEBONNET BOOK BONANZA!**

**GRADES 3-5 WEEK 6**

The Texas Bluebonnet Program is a program that encourages reading for pleasure and is aimed at students in grades 3-6. Each year, 20 books are chosen as the “Texas Bluebonnet Award Master List” by the selection committee. In January, students who have read 5 books from the list vote for their favorite title. The author of the book receiving the most votes wins the Texas Bluebonnet Award. Participants will read and explore various books from the current Texas Bluebonnet booklet. They will have opportunities to complete activities that correlate with the books, view book trailers and author book talks, perform Reader’s Theatre and more! By the end of the week participants will have read the required number of books so they will be ready to vote for their favorite in January.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Carrie Martin, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $190

---

**TEXAS STATE FAIR**

**GRADES 2–4 WEEK 10**

Summer on the Hill presents our very own Texas State Fair. The week will be filled with amazing fair foods, arts and crafts, dance and song, games and lots of old fashion fun. Grab your cowboy hat and head over to watch our parade, visit the farm animals we’ll learn about and then play on the merry-go-round. It’s “All Things Texan” this week at the State Fair.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Lina Thompson, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** July 27-31, 9:00 am-12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

**COST:** $190

---

**THE WORLD OF PIGGIE AND GERALD**

**GRADES 1–2 WEEKS 2, 3**

Once you have entered the world of Piggie and Gerald, you will never want to leave! Mo Williams’ beloved book series features a pig and elephant who invite you, the reader, to join their close and hilarious friendship. We will immerse ourselves in these books through reading, acting, baking, writing, and crafting. In the process, you will grow your literacy skills and walk away with a stronger interest in and attitude toward reading.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Karen Dzialowski, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 1-5, June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $190

---

**TIE DYE PARTY**

**AGE 4-GRADE K WEEK 3**

**GRADES 2-4 WEEK 4**

Nothing says summer like a bright colored shirt! Join us for the ultimate tie dye bash! You’ll learn how to create swirls, stripes, polka dots, and other patterns and their techniques. Come and pick out your favorite colors to create unique and groovy art pieces that match your awesome personality. These eye-catching creations will have you being the talk of the campus.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Sari Pogorzelski, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** Age 4-Grade K: June 8-12, 9:00 am–12:00 pm; Grades 2-4, June 15-19, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $190

---

**TINY CHEFS**

**AGE 4-GRADE 1 WEEK 6**

Calling all “Master Chefs” in training. Pack your bags for an adventure of extreme baking and cooking. During the week, campers will explore the art of cooking and science in the kitchen. They will cultivate cooking techniques such as cutting, measuring and sautéing. At the end of the week, campers will be excited to add their dishes to their family dinner menu and receive their certificates as a “Master Chef Junior.”

**INSTRUCTOR:** Greg Browne-Nichols, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 29-July 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm

**COST:** $190

---

**TUMBLEFUN**

**AGE 3-GRADE 1 WEEKS 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11**

Combining the best of tumbling and gymnastics basics with games and activities provides young boys and girls a week of fitness, skills, and FUN! Our TumbleFun camp instructs floor activities including forward and backward rolls, bridges, donkey kicks, jumps, and cartwheels. Our trained coaches keep the week varied with the use of obstacle courses, parachute games, music, rhythm streamers, games and more! Each day children will engage in basic fitness components such as flexibility, balance, and coordination. Perfect for any child that likes to move, wiggle, and have FUN!

**COACHES:** Sportkinetics Dallas

**SCHEDULE:** July 13-17, July 27-31, August 3-7, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; June 1-5, June 15-19, June 22-26, July 27-31, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

**COST:** $195

---

**TYING SKILLS**

**GRADES 3–6 WEEKS 5, 7, 8, 9, 10**

Are you frustrated with hunting and pecking on the keyboard? Would you like to be able to type your assignments more quickly? This class focuses on developing correct keyboarding skills as a tool to promote academic success. Emphasis will be placed on learning correct finger placement, posture, and movement. After learning the fundamentals of typing, students work to improve their speed and accuracy through a variety of drills and exercises. Correct techniques will give students greater confidence as they become touch typists and use the computer keyboard in most effective ways.

**INSTRUCTOR:** Paul Yang, Greenhill School

**SCHEDULE:** June 22-26, July 6-10, July 13-17, July 20-24, July 27-31, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm

**COST:** $190

---

**ULTIMATE DRONE OBSTACLE CHALLENGE**

**GRADES 4-8 WEEKS 2, 9**

Calling all engineers, flyers, and racers!! Using a range of materials throughout the week, you will design obstacle courses and racetracks for a wide range of drones from fast racing spheres to jumping cars to possibly flying drones. Your build must be complex enough to slow down the other teams but well planned and sturdy enough for your team to successfully navigate more than once. Students will experiment with different building materials and learn how to navigate drones using both handheld controllers and computer coding. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.
INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming  
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, 9:00 am–12:00 pm; July 20-24, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm  
COST: $250

ULTIMATE SLEEPOVER PARTY  
GRADES 1-4 WEEK 3  
You are invited to a “slumber party!” We will have the best sleepover party ever with art projects, dancing, karaoke, and friendship lessons. Activities will include a spa day, baking, crafts, lots of games, and more! Make new friendship skills as you learn how to throw the best sleepover party ever!  
INSTRUCTOR: Maggie Parry, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
COST: $330

UNDER THE DEEP BLUE SEA  
AGES 3-4 WEEK 9  
Did you ever wonder what it would be like to live under the deep, blue sea? If you have, you might enjoy a week of discovery and adventure as we explore it together with engaging, hands-on activities, games, songs, stories, art, and cooking projects and sensory experiences. We will even create our own ocean habitat! So, put on your flippers and goggles and join me for a great week of fun and exploration of the deep, blue sea!  
INSTRUCTOR: Rhiannon Reyes, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE: July 20-24, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
COST: $330

UNICORN SPARKLES  
GRADES K-2 WEEKS 3, 4, 5, 8, 9  
“Those who do not believe in the magic will never be able to see it,” wrote renown childhood author, Roald Dahl. During Unicorn Sparkle camp, we will be exploring the magic of these mythical creatures through literature, art, and science, in addition to celebrating the magic within ourselves and the world around us! From designing unicorn puppet to concocting unicorn slime, we are looking forward to a fun-filled week as artists, scientists, and magic makers!  
INSTRUCTORS: Maeci Simmons, Cindy Rios, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, June 15-19, June 22-26, July 13-17, July 20-24, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
COST: $330

WATERCOLOR MAGIC - BEGINNER  
GRADES 4-6 WEEKS 3, 10  
Through the magic of watercolors, we will create artwork that will be worth a splash! Come dab into a week’s worth of color as we learn the basics on how to watercolor. You’ll be introduced to an array of colors that everyone should have on their palette. Learn different techniques every day, how to mix colors and how to apply to the paper. Project examples: Fun and easy watercolor backgrounds, watercolor textures, flowers, and galaxy painting.  
INSTRUCTOR: Rhiannon Reyes, Greenhill School  
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, July 27-31, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm  
COST: $190

WEB DESIGN  
GRADES 4-8 WEEKS 2, 7, 8  
Ever wondered how web pages were built? Come join our web design camp and learn some HTML. HyperText Markup Language, commonly referred to as HTML, is the standard language used to create web pages. Web browsers can read HTML files and compose them into web pages. Our goal with this camp is to get students to interact on a hands-on level with the technology that they use every day. Students learn HTML commands and syntax as they make and show-off their own webpage. Students are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop to camp each day.  
INSTRUCTORS: Rex Programming  
SCHEDULE: June 1-5, July 6-10, 9; July 13-17, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm  
COST: $205

WHAT COMES FIRST — THE CHICKEN OR THE EGG?  
GRADES 2-5 WEEKS 8, 9  
If you love animals and are interested in science, you will enjoy this unit on chickens. This in-depth study of eggs and chickens will answer questions such as: How long does it take a chicken egg to hatch? Can baby chicks breathe inside the egg? What is an incubator? What is an egg tooth? You will trace the egg from the farm to your kitchen table using hands-on activities, crafts, games, and experiments. These activities will cover embryology, comb identification, feather patterns, egg sizing, and comparisons. You will have the opportunity to set up incubators and monitor hatching of baby chicks.  
INSTRUCTOR: Linda Mitchell-Hill, Gifted Program DISD  
SCHEDULE: July 13-17, July 20-24, 9:00 am–3:00 pm  
COST: $330
WHO WOULD WIN?
GRADES 1-4  WEEKS 5, 8
From alligator to wolverine, jaguar to velociraptor and more, we’ll dive into Scholastic’s WHO WOULD WIN series in a wild week of animal exploration. Aside from sharing ALL the Who Would Win? books, we’ll create wild-animal art, play animal and nature games, and gather enough facts and pictures to create Who Would Win? books of our own. Don’t miss this week of ferocious fun.
INSTRUCTOR: Stephanie Ledyard, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, July 13-17, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

WILD KRATTS
AGE 4–GRADE 1  WEEK 5
Calling all Wild Kratts friends. Join us for a weeklong adventure to act out the heroic efforts of the Kratt brothers around our 75-acre campus. We’ll spend some time outdoors in the cool morning hours to explore and learn about the animals that live nearby, including our campus peacocks. We will plan to read mysterious stories and do lots of art projects while we learn about different animals and their habitats around the globe.
INSTRUCTOR: Gabby Moscetta, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 22-26, 9:00 am–12:00 pm or 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

WONDERFUL WORLD OF WIZARD OF OZ
GRADES 1–4  WEEK 4
Calling all lions, tigers, and bears, “Oh my!” Follow the yellow brick road to the Wonderful Wizard of Oz Camp. Your child will have so much fun making beautiful crafts from the tin man to creative character doll pins. We will also learn a skit and perform it for you at the end of the week.
INSTRUCTOR: Rhiannon Reyes, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: June 15-19, 9:00 am–3:00 pm
COST: $330

WONDERS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD
GRADES 4-6  WEEK 7
A well-known riddle from ancient times asks, “who walks on four legs in the morning, two legs at noon and three legs in the evening?” Who doesn’t know the answer, right?! The ancient times still hold many wonders, mesmerize us with remarkable constructions of India, China, Egypt. Come and join us for studying and reconstructing pyramids, sarcophaguses, Roman aqueduct, Creek temples and many more.
INSTRUCTOR: TBD
SCHEDULE: July 6-10, 9:00 am–12:00 pm
COST: $190

WRITING AND CREATIVE EXPRESSION
GRADES 1-3  WEEKS 7, 8, 9
Students will use their imagination to write in a variety of ways. Amongst the activities, students will create comics, poems, and short stories. They will be encouraged to create written content for the enjoyment of other readers and to express themselves in a confident manner. At the end of the course, students will have a portfolio of written work to be proud of! The perfect course for the budding author.
INSTRUCTOR: TBD, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: Grades 1-3: July 6-10, July 13-17, July 20-24, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; Grades 3-5: July 6-10, July 13-17, July 20-24, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

WRITING ROCKS
GRADES 1-3  WEEK 3
Is your child holding his or her pencil, markers, or crayons correctly? Does your child need more experiences with tactile media such as playing with putty and moon sand (moldable sand)? Writing Rocks is a creative and fun handwriting camp for rising Pre-k and Kindergarteners. This camp is designed to help your child build classroom confidence through fine motor strength and endurance. Camp activities are developmentally appropriate to promote pre-writing and writing skills. This is the age to learn!
INSTRUCTOR: Robin C. Ables, OTR, M.Ed.
SCHEDULE: June 8-12, 9:00 am-12:00 pm
COST: $190

YOGA & ART, GREENHILL STYLE
GRADES 1-3  WEEK 2
GRADES 4-8  WEEK 2
Yoga Camp: Greenhill Style is designed to help each practitioner understand the direct relationship to health and exercise through the whole body and mind, while collectively zoning in on their artistic side. This beginner class will establish a solid foundation for the practice of yoga and instill confidence through artistic practice. Children will practice physical poses (asanas) and meditative movement, and then later take that focus obtained through yoga and apply it to their art. We will practice yoga salutations in order to increase heart rate and then cool down through gentle counter balancing stretches to build strength and flexibility. Students are then able to express themselves creatively through art. This class will aim to promote inner calm and focus while providing a safe haven to relax and have fun!
INSTRUCTOR: Valerie Gillespie, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: Grades 4-8: June 1-5, 9:00 am-12:00 pm; Grades 1-3: June 1-5, 12:30 pm-3:30 pm
COST: $190

YOUTH SOCCER
GRADES 1–4  WEEK 1
Ready to learn the basics of soccer or enhance your soccer skills? In this all-day soccer camp, we’ll spend time on the fields in the morning working on technical skills, offensive and defensive tactics, and game play. Throughout the week, we’ll focus on speed moves, attack, finishing, receiving, passing, ball control and much more. In the afternoon, we’ll have classroom lessons, watch film, and cool off in our indoor pool or in the sprinklers with water games. This is a fun and healthy learning environment for both girls, and boys of all levels and age ranges. Required equipment: indoor athletic shoes, soccer cleats, shin guards, sunscreen, swimsuit, and towel.
COACHES: Paul Field, Greenhill School
SCHEDULE: May 26-29 (closed May 25), 9:00 am-3:00 pm
COST: $265